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ABSTRACT
Interdependent collaboration is a system of live musical performance in which performers
can directly manipulate each other’s musical outcomes. While most collaborative musical
systems implement electronic communication channels between players that allow for pa-
rameter mappings, remote transmissions of actions and intentions, or exchanges of musical
fragments, they interrupt the energy continuum between gesture and sound, breaking our
cognitive representation of gesture to sound dynamics.
Physics-based virtual instruments allow for acoustically and physically plausible behav-
iors that are related to (and can be extended beyond) our experience of the physical world.
They inherently maintain and respect a representation of the gesture to sound energy con-
tinuum.
This research explores the design and implementation of custom physics-based virtual
instruments for realtime interdependent collaborative performance. It leverages the inher-
ently physically plausible behaviors of physics-based models to create dynamic, nuanced,
and expressive interconnections between performers. Design considerations, criteria, and
frameworks are distilled from the literature in order to develop three new physics-based
virtual instruments and associated compositions intended for dissemination and live perfor-
mance by the electronic music and instrumental music communities. Conceptual, technical,
and artistic details and challenges are described, and reflections and evaluations by the
composer-designer and performers are documented.
vi
INTRODUCTION
In Edgar Berdahl’s thrOW for laptop ensemble, performers use force-feedback haptic devices
called FireFaders1 to toss virtual masses away into virtual space. The performers’ laptops are
all connected to the same local network, and a conductor using an additional laptop steers the
direction of the performance by sending messages to change pitch content, instruct players
to modify their gestures, drop new masses onto players’ screens, or change the parameters
of virtual gravity that affect the masses. Since the performers are using FireFaders, they
can immediately feel a physical manifestation of some of these virtual changes and respond
to them in realtime. Although the performers all run separate instances of the software
and do not directly communicate with each other or affect each other’s software parameters,
there is a sense of cohesion throughout the ensemble. They are all subject to the same
virtual physics-based laws governing the behavior of what they see on the screen, what they
hear, and what they feel through the FireFader. While not intended by the composer, the
performers’ movements often synchronize in-phase with the resonant frequency of the virtual
gravity—a result that the conductor can take advantage of by timing the dropping of masses
so that they sound interesting in combination with this synchronization.2
thrOW is an interesting modern example of how technology has changed not only the
sonic content of music but also the ways we create and perform. As early as one hundred
years ago, composers recognized the crucial role that technology would play in the evolution
of music throughout the 20th and 21st centuries. Edgard Varèse imagined “instruments obe-
dient to [his] thought and which with their contribution of a whole new world of unsuspected
sounds, will lend themselves to the exigencies of [his] inner rhythm.”3 Other composers like
John Cage, Pierre Boulez, and Karlheinz Stockhausen readily adopted technology into their
1. Edgar Berdahl and Alexandros Kontogeorgakopoulos, “The FireFader: Simple, Open-Source, and Re-
configurable Haptic Force Feedback for Musicians,” Computer Music Journal 37, no. 1 (2013): 23–34.
2. Edgar Berdahl, conversation via video chat with composer, October 3, 2018.
3. Edgard Varèse, “The Liberation of Sound,” Perspectives of New Music 5, no. 1 (1966): 11.
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work through tape editing, studio manipulation, and even customized circuits to extend the
sound palette available to them and their contemporaries, enabling not only new ways to
create and present work but also new ways to consume, perceive, and think about music.
Stockhausen said that electronic music “can awaken in us a completely new consciousness
for revelations, transformations and fusions of forms, which would never have been possible
with the old musical means, and become increasingly similar to art of the metamorphosis in
nature.”4
The ultimate flexibility and unlimited control of sound material facilitated by technology
comes with a glaring caveat. Aside from practical issues like access to resources or tech-
nical knowledge, composers and computer musicians have recognized that working without
boundaries can be its own challenge. Boulez warned that the task can easily descend into
negative clichés,5 while computer musician and programmer John Strawn posited that “the
difficulty lies in specifying the sound with sufficient accuracy without getting bogged down
in minute details.”6
To address these difficulties, researchers and musicians have contextualized composition
and performance using various strategies, including best-practice mapping guidelines7 and
instrumental8 and gestural metaphors.9 One of the most compelling methods for contextual-
ization is that which is used in thrOW : physics-based modeling. Physics-based modeling is
a method of synthesis in which sound or infrasonic signals are generated using mathematical
4. Karlheinz Stockhausen, Liner notes to the audio CD Sirius, Stockhausen-Verlag, Stockhausen 26 A-B,
1992, CD.
5. Pierre Boulez, “At the Ends of Fruitful Land. . .,” Die Reihe 1 (1958): 19.
6. Curtis Roads and John Strawn, Foundations of Computer Music (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1985),
1.
7. Sergi Jordà and Sebastián Mealla C., “A Methodological Framework for Teaching, Evaluating and
Informing NIME Design with a Focus on Expressiveness and Mapping,” in New Interfaces for Musical
Expression (London, UK, 2014), 233–238.
8. Roland Lamb and Andrew N. Robertson, “Seaboard: A New Piano Keyboard-Related Interface Com-
bining Discrete and Continuous Control,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Oslo, Norway, 2011),
503–506.
9. Richard Graham and Brian Bridges, “Managing Musical Complexity with Embodied Metaphors,” in
New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Baton Rouge, LA, 2015), 103–106.
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models that simulate physical behaviors. It allows the composer to work with real-world
reference points, whether they be the elementary vibration of a string, the cohesive sound
achieved by the constituent parts of a clarinet, or the bespoke percussion instrument com-
prised of an assemblage of objects. To think within a physical context when creating virtual
sounds is “a way of imagining and designing music derived from experience, but with a path
beyond.”10
The significance of this approach has been recognized by multiple researchers and com-
posers. Gaver showed that listeners hear physics-based sounds as though they are being
created by actual events rather than synthesized.11 Castagné and Cadoz consider the subtle
and dynamic variations inherent to physics-based modeling to lend a crucial sense of vitality
and plausibility.12 Stephen David Beck wrote about the similar principle of acoustic viability
in which interconnections between amplitude, articulation, frequency, and spectral content
lead to more expressive and evocative sounds.13 These are not new realizations, yet there is
still a cultural divide in work around physics-based modeling.14 Several factors contribute to
a steep learning curve for musicians interested in physics-based virtual instruments, includ-
ing technical and opaque literature, a dearth of compositions that are meant to be performed
by anyone other than the original composer-designer, and inadequate software or hardware
tools. New work that balances aesthetic and technical concerns can help to bridge this
gap and promote growth in these areas. There is still unexplored potential beyond sound
10. Chris Chafe, “Case Studies of Physical Models in Music Composition,” in 18th International Congress
on Acoustics (Kyoto, Japan, 2004), 2508.
11. William W. Gaver, “How Do We Hear in the World?: Explorations in Ecological Acoustics,” Ecological
Psychology 5, no. 4 (1993): 285–313.
12. Nicolas Castagné and Claude Cadoz, “10 Criteria for Evaluating Physical Modelling Schemes for Music
Creation,” in The International Conference on Digital Audio Effects (London, UK, 2003), 1–7.
13. Stephen David Beck, “Designing Acoustically Viable Instruments in Csound,” in The Csound book :
perspectives in software synthesis, sound design, signal processing, and programming, ed. Richard Boulanger
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000), 155–170.
14. The challenge of this cultural divide is acknowledged by several researchers and is discussed further in
the next chapter.
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design, such as digital lutherie and collaboration, and more of the musical revelations and
transformations that Stockhausen anticipated may be revealed by additional work.
The Present Project
This dissertation project aims to explore interdependent collaborative performance using
virtual physics-based instruments through practice-based research. It assumes the following
premises:
1. The sound-based principle of acoustic viability/plausibility proposed by Beck, Cadoz,
Castagné, Gaver, and others can be broadened into a more general principle of physical
plausibility that can enhance collaborative interactions. As acoustic viability improves
the sonic expressiveness of physics-based modeled instruments, physically plausible in-
terconnections between performers can lead to more intimate, expressive, and dynamic
interactions and interdependencies.
2. A consistent and perceivable energy continuum from gesture to sound in instrumental
interactions provides a cognitive correspondence between the gesture dynamics and
the sound dynamics for the performer and the listener.15 While computers inherently
disrupt this continuum, Cadoz argues that it can be maintained and respected in
physics-based virtual instruments (what he calls “representations of instruments”).16
Thus, when performing together on a physics-based virtual instrument, this energy
continuum also provides a similar cognitive correspondence between a performer’s ac-
tions and the way their actions influence the outcomes of the actions of the other
performers.
15. Claude Cadoz, “Supra-Instrumental Interactions and Gestures,” Journal of New Music Research 38,
no. 3 (2009): 215–230.
16. Ibid., 225.
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The remainder of this document is organized in the following format:
• Chapter 1—A Brief Overview of Physics-Based Modeling
This chapter serves as a basic overview of physics-based modeling, emphasizing musical
applications over technical details. It identifies compelling characteristics and practices
of physics-based modeling and describes the most prominent physics-based modeling
techniques.
• Chapter 2—Interdependent Collaborative Performance: A Literature Review
This chapter provides a working definition of interdependent collaborative performance
and examines several technologically-supported compositions and projects that illus-
trate this phenomenon. The works are categorized thematically by their collaborative
approach, setting, context, or historical significance.
• Chapter 3—Methods and Design Criteria
This chapter builds upon the previous chapter and identifies additional design con-
siderations and criteria to guide the development of the new virtual instruments and
compositions realized for this dissertation.
• Chapter 4—The Compositions
This chapter describes each of the three new works developed for this dissertation
project, including conceptual, technological, and compositional details.
• Conclusion
The written conclusion of this dissertation provides reflections and evaluations from
the composer-designer and performers on the instruments and compositions with an
emphasis on performer experience and best practices for the composer-designer.
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CHAPTER.1
A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PHYSICS-BASED MODELING
1.1. Definition and Characteristics
Put simply, physics-based modeling synthesis is the digital simulation of physical phenomena
for the purposes of sound production. Fundamental aspects of acoustic instruments and
other vibrating systems, as well as the interactions and interferences between components,
are modeled using mathematical formulas. Virtual listening ports monitor features of the
simulation in order to generate audio output. Whereas more traditional synthesis techniques
(additive, subtractive, FM, etc.) are primarily concerned with direct generation of a signal
as it is intended to be heard, physics-based modeling synthesis focuses on the design of
virtual objects from which sounds originate. Additionally, physics-based modeling techniques
model not only the resulting signal but also the internal behaviors of a model,1 providing
opportunities to modify and customize the way a model is played or how it is perceived.
Physics-based modeling can intrinsically offer several benefits over traditional synthesis.
While development of satisfactory models can be difficult and time-consuming, successful
implementations display inherent dynamic behaviors2 and timbral complexity,3 much like
their acoustic counterparts. If a listener can imagine a physical origin for a sound, even if it
does not refer to a specific established instrument, it will be more readily accepted than a
purely artificial synthetic sound.4
1. Claude Cadoz, Annie Luciani, and Jean-Loup Florens, “CORDIS-ANIMA: A Modeling and Simulation
System for Sound and Image Synthesis: The General Formalism,” Computer Music Journal 17, no. 1 (1993):
19–29.
2. Castagné and Cadoz, “10 Criteria for Evaluating Physical Modelling Schemes for Music Creation.”
3. Gianpaolo Borin, Giovanni De Poli, and Augusto Sarti, “Algorithms and Structures for Synthesis Using
Physical Models,” Computer Music Journal 16, no. 4 (1992): 30–42.
4. Gaver, “How Do We Hear in the World?: Explorations in Ecological Acoustics.”
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As might be expected, synthesis techniques dealing with complex mathematical formulas
are not generally accessible to musicians with even moderate technical savvy, let alone the
technological novice. Researchers acknowledge a cultural distinction and unique set of prior-
ities between the approach of the acoustician and the musician.5 The former is interested in
accurate analysis and reproduction in order to gain a greater understanding of acoustic in-
struments, where computational efficiency, realtime control, and musician-oriented tools are
secondary concerns. The latter is more concerned with achieving interesting, practical, mu-
sical results than perfectly replicating physical phenomena, which may require compromises
in precision and fidelity. Castagné et al. encourage further musician-oriented development in
the field of physics-based modeling, even going to far as to suggest a differentiation between
the terms “physical modeling” and “physically-based modeling,” the latter being associated
with the musician’s perspective.6 Välimäki uses the term “physics-based modeling,” our cho-
sen nomenclature for consistency and clarity, in publications emphasizing sound synthesis
over acoustical research.7 The challenge lies in recognizing where the goals of the two per-
spectives overlap and, when focused on musical outcomes, prioritizing the details that are
connected to desirable timbres, behaviors, and interactions. Below, we introduce fundamen-
tal concepts of physics-based modeling that are most relevant to the musician’s interests and
needs.
1.1.1. Components of a Model
The design of interesting physics-based models can be more easily approached by dividing
models into separate, functionally unique submodels. Borin et al. reduce the components
5. Borin, Poli, and Sarti, “Algorithms and Structures for Synthesis Using Physical Models.”
6. Nicolas Castagné, Claude Cadoz, and Jean-Loup Florens, “Physical Modeling and Music vs. Physically-
Based Modeling and Acoustics,” in 18th International Congress on Acoustics (Kyoto, Japan, 2004), 1913–
1916.
7. Vesa Välimäki, “Physics-Based Modeling of Musical Instruments,” Acta Acustica united with Acustica
90, no. 4 (2004): 611–617.
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of a modeled instrument to an excitator and a resonator.8 The excitator produces signals
that initiate or sustain vibrations in the resonator when the two are connected. We can
easily apply this understanding to familiar acoustic instruments. For example, in a violin,
the excitator is the bow and the resonator is the string. Välimäki and Takala expand on this
understanding by adding a third component, the radiator.9 The radiator is not a vibrational
element in and of itself. Rather, its purpose is to focus and modify the vibrations of the
resonator. With digitally modeled instruments, the radiator is often the loudspeaker through
which the sounds are amplified, though researchers have tested other implementations, in-
cluding amplification through a physical violin body using a surface-mounted transducer10
and computational models of wind instrument bells.11
Our description of submodels has thus far been based on their functional capacities,
but submodels can also be described by their physical resemblance to the components of
acoustic instruments.12 In the case of the violin, for example, the subdivisions may be broken
down further into bow hair, individual strings, nut, bridge, fingerboard, and body. While
the designer of physics-based models may find success focusing primarily on defining the
characteristics of the excitator and resonator components, some additional flexibility and
experimentation may be possible by modeling further discretized physical elements.
8. Gianpaolo Borin, Giovanni De Poli, and Augusto Sarti, “A Modular Approach to Excitator-Resonator
Interaction in Physical Model Synthesis,” in International Computer Music Conference (Columbus, OH,
1989).
9. Vesa Välimäki and Tapio Takala, “Virtual Musical Instruments – Natural Sound Using Physical Mod-
els,” Organised Sound 1, no. 2 (1996): 75–86.
10. Jean-Marie Adrien, “The Missing Link: Modal Synthesis,” in Representations of Musical Signals, ed.
Giovanni De Poli, Aldo Piccialli, and Curtis Roads (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991), 269–298.
11. Eric Ducasse, “A Physical Model of a Single-Reed Wind Instrument, Including Actions of the Player,”
Computer Music Journal 27, no. 1 (2003): 59–70.
12. Borin, Poli, and Sarti, “Algorithms and Structures for Synthesis Using Physical Models.”
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1.1.2. Modularity and Experimentation
The modularity of physics-based model components can facilitate experimentation, which
has been cited as a priority in musician-oriented modeling research.13 The virtual instrument
designer can plan for nearly infinite variations of several facets of the model, regardless of the
modeling technique, that affect the timbral and behavioral outcomes. These include the type
of excitation, placement of excitation in relation to the resonator, use of multiple excitations
with multiple placements, complex resonators built from several sub-resonators, placement
of resonator listening position (the output), among others. A “Black Box” approach to
model design, which is comprised solely of a mathematical description of the relationship of
input (excitation) to output, can be more computationally efficient and conceptually simple.
However, the more granular “White Box” approach of describing each element gives the
designer access to the inner workings of the model and is usually preferred when prioritizing
experimentation.14
1.2. Three Popular Physics-Based Modeling Techniques
There are many physics-based modeling techniques that have been developed over the last
several decades. Each technique has its own advantages and disadvantages in relation to
accuracy, computational complexity, modularity, and other factors. The goal of this chapter
is not to serve as a complete survey of every available technique, but rather to introduce
the ones that are most promising to the musician-oriented approach, most prominent in the
literature, and most suitable for this project.
13. Cadoz, Luciani, and Florens, “CORDIS-ANIMA: A Modeling and Simulation System for Sound and
Image Synthesis: The General Formalism.”
14. Borin, Poli, and Sarti, “Algorithms and Structures for Synthesis Using Physical Models.”
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In a paper that repurposes David Jaffe’s “Ten Criteria for Evaluating Synthesis Tech-
niques,”15 Castagné and Cadoz evaluated five physics-based modeling techniques.16 Their
evaluation criteria include practical, phenomenological, and usability assessments of each of
the five techniques, including computational efficiency, accessibility to musicians, and intu-
itiveness of mental models.17 They do not offer definitive conclusions, but their opinions
suggest that digital waveguide, mass-interaction, and modal techniques can be the most ap-
propriate for musical applications, even though they may be less precise in some cases (and,
therefore, potentially less useful to some acousticians). A composer, performer, or designer
can feasibly construct mental models of instrument designs and implement them in software
using these three techniques.
1.2.1. Digital Waveguides
Digital waveguide synthesis is an efficient physics-based modeling technique that models
waves traveling through a medium.18 In a basic implementation, this can be accomplished
using nothing more than a lossless bidirectional digital delay line. As the traveling waves
meet, their interaction results in resonances and interferences depending on the dimensions
of the medium (the delay length).
Though it predates generalized digital waveguide research, it is important to acknowledge
the Karplus-Strong algorithm as an important predecessor. Karplus-Strong was developed to
15. David Jaffee, “Ten Criteria for Evaluating Synthesis Techniques,” Computer Music Journal 19, no. 1
(1995): 76–87.
16. Castagné and Cadoz, “10 Criteria for Evaluating Physical Modelling Schemes for Music Creation.”
17. In the same paper, they define the mental model as “the representations the user builds in his mind
regarding a system,” from which the user can anticipate the results of their actions. This is related to the idea
of mental representation from psychology. For the purposes of this project, descriptions of mental models
of physics-based virtual instruments will be approached literally as a mental image of the instrument. From
this mental image, expectations for instrument behavior and potential performer interactions are derived.
18. Julius O. Smith III, “Physical Modeling Using Digital Waveguides,” Computer Music Journal 16, no.
4 (1992): 74–91.
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simulate string and drum timbres,19 though it does not technically model wave propagation
in a truly physical manner. Rather than bidirectional delay lines, Karplus-Strong uses a
single delay line with filtered feedback. A short burst of noise (an array of random values) is
used as the excitation impulse. Many musicians who have experimented with Digital Audio
Workstation delay plugins or digital delay guitar pedals may have unintentionally replicated
Karplus-Strong when using extremely short delay times that produce a recognizable pitch.20
Due to its conceptual straightforwardness, Karplus-Strong is a suitable technique to use
when introducing musicians to physics-based modeling.
Because acoustic materials do not produce ideal resonances, lossless delays will result in
unnaturally bright and thin timbres, a characteristic at odds with acoustic viability. The
use of low-pass filters in addition to digital delay lines produces sounds in which high fre-
quency partials decay more rapidly than lower frequencies, better imitating common acoustic
phenomena.
Although digital waveguides are perhaps theoretically most apt for simulating plucked
strings, they have been used successfully to model several different types of acoustic in-
struments, including bowed strings,21 woodwind instruments,22 and pianos.23 However, the
efficiency of digital waveguides facilitates experimentation beyond acoustic imitation. De-
signers may construct digital waveguide instruments from abstract meshes of interconnected
bidirectional delay lines with individual control over delay length and filter parameters.
Additionally, the relative ubiquity of delay in the vocabulary of even the novice computer
19. Kevin Karplus and Alex Strong, “Digital Synthesis of Plucked-String and Drum Timbres,” Computer
Music Journal 7, no. 2 (1983): 43–55.
20. For an example from outside of academia, listen to the breakdown in the Portishead song “Machine
Gun,” in which a synthesized snare drum provides the excitation for a delay loop, resulting in perceptible
pitches.
21. Stefania Serafin, “The Sound of Friction: Real-time Models, Playability and Musical Applications”
(PhD, Stanford University, 2004).
22. Chris Chafe, “Oxygen Flute: A Computer Music Instrument That Grows,” Journal of New Music
Research 34, no. 3 (2005): 219–226.
23. Julien Bensa, “Analysis and Synthesis of Piano Sounds Using Physical and Signal Models” (PhD,
Aix-Marseille University, 2003).
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musician means that digital waveguide instruments can be built and tested using familiar
and accessible software tools like Pure Data24 and Max.25
1.2.2. Mass-Interaction
The mass-interaction technique is a generalized physics-based modeling technique that mod-
els fundamental building blocks of matter for sound production. Designers use mass, spring
(link), and friction (damper) elements26 to construct instruments from the ground up. Con-
sider a simple mass-interaction string, comprised of a series of masses interconnected with
springs and dampers and terminated to a ground point at each end. Unique to the mass-
interaction technique is the ability to have total access to the inner workings of a cohesive
model.
Due to its generic nature, mass-interaction can also be used to create complex structures
with low frequency dynamic behaviors. This has been exploited for abstract musical purposes
through the construction of systems that embody compositional form and metaphorically
“perform” a composition. Cadoz initially proposed and realized this concept in the composi-
tion pico..TERA, a 290-second work generated automatically by the actions of the model.27
Juraj Kojs’ At and Across similarly features nested structures that play the composition
through their interconnected vibrational patterns.28
In terms of available software tools, mass-interaction is perhaps the least accessible of the
popular physics-based modeling techniques. Musicians with sufficient experience in math-
ematics can design custom mass-interaction instruments in common music programming
24. https://puredata.info
25. https://cycling74.com
26. Leo L. Beranek, Acoustics (Woodbury, NY: Acoustical Society of America, 1993), 52-56.
27. Claude Cadoz, “The Physical Model as Metaphor for Musical Creation: ”pico..TERA”, a Piece Entirely
Generated by Physical Model,” in International Computer Music Conference (Ann Arbor, MI, 2002), 305–
312.
28. Juraj Kojs, “The Language of Action and Cyberaction-based Music: Theory and Practice,” Journal
of New Music Research 38, no. 3 (2009): 285–294.
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platforms, while the CORDIS-ANIMA language29 and GUI-based GENESIS software en-
vironment30 were both developed by researchers at ACROE specifically to facilitate mass-
interaction design. More recently, the mi-gen library31 for Max’s gen˜ environment was
released by James Leonard and the mi-Creative initiative.32
1.2.3. Modal Synthesis
Modal synthesis simulates the vibrational modes of the substructures that comprise an in-
strument.33 These substructures are represented by independent oscillators with individual
decay times. Modal synthesis should be conceptually familiar to the experienced electronic
musician. Fundamentally, it functions much like additive synthesis in that complex timbres
are constructed at a low-level by specifying each partial. Models can be built to emulate spe-
cific instruments or objects through analysis, though musicians can also create new timbres
by manipulating the frequency or decay parameters of existing models or simply specifying
desired parameters without an explicit material reference.
The software application Modalys from IRCAM is an example of an environment for the
development of modal synthesis instruments,34 though, like digital waveguide synthesis, the
familiarity of the conceptual underpinnings make it appropriate for realization using custom
implementations in other software.
29. Cadoz, Luciani, and Florens, “CORDIS-ANIMA: A Modeling and Simulation System for Sound and
Image Synthesis: The General Formalism.”
30. Nicolas Castagné and Claude Cadoz, “GENESIS : a Friendly Musician-Oriented Environment for




33. Adrien, “The Missing Link: Modal Synthesis.”
34. Nicholas Ellis, Joël Bensoam, and René Caussé, “Modalys Demonstration,” in International Computer
Music Conference (Barcelona, Spain, 2005), 101–102.
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1.3. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have defined physics-based modeling as it relates to musical applica-
tions and introduced fundamental concepts that contribute to the compelling characteristics
of physics-based virtual instruments. We have also provided descriptions of three popular
physics-based modeling techniques (all of which will be used to realize instruments designed
for the compositions in this project) and justification for their popularity and utility. Addi-
tional discussion of physics-based modeling will be incorporated as needed throughout the
rest of this document. The next chapter will turn our focus towards defining an explicit
form of collaborative musical performance relevant to the initial premises and examining





Collaboration as a component of music making predates electronic technologies by centuries.
There are many actors involved in even the most solitary musical pursuits, whether luthier,
theorist, composer, educator, or even audience and social group of the musician.1 Never-
theless, technology has facilitated new flexibility for musical collaboration in the time and
space domains that would not otherwise be possible, transcending cultural and geographi-
cal boundaries. The advent of sound recording promoted everything from the transcription
of jazz licks to the exchange of demo projects to loop and beat sampling.2 The increasing
ubiquity and bandwidth of the Internet allows these activities to happen within minutes.
However, collaborative systems supported by technology allow for more than just a faster
exchange of ideas or transmission of high-fidelity audio. Working within different temporal
modes can change the types of interactions and even the musical aesthetics that occur in
collaborative situations. In Curtis Roads’ book Microsounds, he presents a taxonomy of
time scales describing the idiosyncrasies of composition, performance, and perception at
different quantifiable levels of musical time.3 Of these, the most promising for exploring new
means of realtime collaborative performance are the Sound Object and Meso time scales.
The Sound Object time scale, related to the concept of objets sonores developed by Pierre
Schaeffer, encompasses the elementary unit of scored composition: the note. Lasting from
100ms to a few seconds, the Sound Object time scale is where phenomena like sensation of
pitch, tone, and spectromorphology4 occur. The Meso time scale is measured in seconds
1. Christopher Small, Musicking: The Meanings of Performing and Listening (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 1998).
2. Brian Eno, “The Studio as Compositional Tool,” in Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music, ed.
Christoph Cox and Daniel Warner (Continuum, 2004), 127–130.
3. Curtis Roads, Microsound (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001).
4. Denis Smalley, “Spectromorphology: Explaining Sound-Shapes,” Organised Sound 2, no. 2 (1997):
107–126.
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and comprises what is traditionally thought of as the self-contained phrase, groupings of
notes or individual sound objects that embody the musical ideas from which larger forms
(i.e. the overall architecture of a composition) are constructed. Beyond the Meso time
scale, Roads claims that perception occurs “in retrospect, through recollection,”5 Therefore,
working within the Sound Object and Meso time scales allows collaborators to make direct
responses to each other’s actions with immediately perceivable results.
Gil Weinberg has explored this idea with Interconnected Musical Networks (IMNs). IMNs
are live performance systems that allow players to influence, share, and shape each other’s
music in realtime.6 Weinberg espouses technology as a means to create mechanical or elec-
tronic channels of communication between performers, allowing them to directly influence
and manipulate each other’s content à la minute through deliberate and conscious actions
rather than pre-recorded patterns or algorithms. Contrast this with compositions or projects
that follow a conversational, call-and-response style of collaboration, such as Freeman et
al.’s Auracle7 or Johnston et al.’s conversational interactions between instrumentalists and
physics-based models.8 Conversational interactions are certainly a source of rich musical col-
laboration with a long history in many genres, but they are outside the scope of a system
focused on enabling interdependent collaborative manipulations of individual and collective
musical voices.
For the purposes of this project, we will narrow our definition of interdependent collab-
oration to mean—collaborative systems supported by technology that operate at the Sound
Object and Meso time scales and allow for direct manipulation of collective or individual
5. Roads, Microsound , 11.
6. Gil Weinberg, “The Aesthetics, History, and Future Challenges of Interconnected Music Networks,” in
International Computer Music Conference (San Francisco, CA, 2002), 349–358.
7. Jason Freeman et al., “Auracle: A Voice-Controlled, Networked Sound Instrument,” Organised Sound
10, no. 3 (2005): 221–231.
8. Andrew Johnston, Linda Candy, and Ernest Edmonds, “Designing for Conversational Interaction,” in
New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Pittsburgh, PA, 2009), 207–212.
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musical outcomes. Following is an examination of several compositions and projects from
different eras and paradigms that fit this criteria.
2.1. Pre-Computer Electronic Collaboration
2.1.1. Imaginary Landscape No. 4
Composer John Cage wrote several works incorporating radios and turntables. Among these,
Imaginary Landscape No. 4 (1951) is notable for requiring two performers per device. At
each radio, one performer operates the tuning knob while the other operates the volume knob,
forming an ensemble of twenty-four performers playing twelve radios. Performer actions are
carefully notated in a score approximately four minutes in duration.
Due to several implementations of randomness, it would not be completely accurate
to say that Imaginary Landscape No. 4 represents a case of true collaboration imbued
with the performers’ intent. Like many other works by Cage, the score was constructed
using chance operations to determine the specific instructions for duration, tuning frequency,
and volume levels. Since tuning frequencies were determined by chance, the randomness
influences the raw sonic content. There is no guarantee that signals will be broadcast at
all notated frequencies and, even when available, content is further shaped by time of day
and location, reflecting the culture of the area around the performance venue. The resulting
sonic landscape then becomes a thin texture of static, white noise, snippets of speech, pre-
composed recorded music, and silence.9
Cage was known to write music that removed the composer’s ego. He wrote, in reference
to Imaginary Landscape No. 4, that “value judgments are not in the nature of this work as
regards either composition, performance, or listening.”10 Nevertheless, what can be observed
is a case where one performer’s actions, however predetermined by chance or subject to
9. Simon Shaw-Miller, Eye hEar The Visual in Music (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2013), 161.
10. John Cage, Silence (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan University Press, 1961), 59.
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local randomness, influence the outcome of the other’s actions in realtime. Ultimately, they
perform very similar mechanical actions (knob-turning), though the roles as performers are
slightly different—one modulates the content sourced by the other.
2.1.2. Mikrophonie I
Composer Karlheinz Stockhausen is widely acknowledged as one of the foremost pioneers of
electronic music, particularly for being one of the first to bridge (at least, not mind) the gap
between the objets sonores constructions of French Musique Concrète and serialist exercises
of German Elektronische Musik movements of the 1950s.11 His composition Mikrophonie I
(1964) represents not only an intriguing demonstration of this willingness to embrace multiple
approaches and technologies, but also an early example of live interdependent collaborative
performance using electronics. Written for large tam-tam, processing, and amplification,
Mikrophonie I requires a total of six players operating in two teams. Each team is comprised
of a percussionist who excites the tam-tam using various techniques and implements, a
performer who moves a handheld microphone around the surface of the tam-tam, and an off-
stage performer who modulates the parameters of filters processing the sounds amplified by
the microphones. These processed sounds are then sent to four speakers in the performance
space.
Although they follow a notated score, the performers in Mikrophonie I are not dependent
on outside forces in the way seen in Cage’s Imaginary Landscape No. 4 (i.e. the availability
and quality of radio broadcast content). They draw on prior expertise as performers and
technicians to make decisions regarding interpretation and reproduction of the score. Much
of the sound that they produce does not reach the audience without being touched by all
three performers on each team. While their roles and actions are decidedly unique, the three
team members are engaged in an intriguing interdependent process of addition and subtrac-
11. Thom Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music: Technology, Music, and Culture (London, UK:
Routledge, 2012).
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tion. The percussionists create sonic material through an additive process, providing content
through the resonances they induce in the tam-tam. Barring incidental microphone handling
noises, the microphone and filter operators do not add material of their own. Instead, they
are engaged in a process of selection and subtraction, aiming the directional microphones at
specific points on the tam-tam and filtering out unwanted frequencies. Additionally, as the
microphone operators are positioned on opposite sides of the tam-tam, they are engaged in a
further process of phase cancellation and false stereo imaging, an effect that would normally
be deemed undesirable in electronic music contexts but that Stockhausen was certainly aware
of and likely intended.12
2.1.3. Broadcast Works
Networks are often implemented in collaborative music, whether realized materially via hard-
ware and electrical signals or conceptually through interpersonal and intragroup communi-
cation and hierarchies. Max Neuhaus’ Broadcast Works were planned specifically to exploit
the existing and ubiquitous network of urban analog telephone lines. In “Public Supply I”
(1966), Neuhaus mailed a notice to the public with a time and phone number to call into
a local New York City radio station, which he had prepared with ten phone lines, phones
outfitted with microphones on the earpieces and mechanical answering devices, and an audio
mixer, amplifier, and speaker. The notice also asked participants to keep their radios on and
tuned to the station so that he could “have some different feedbacks to work with.”13
Much like Mikrophonie I, the roles played by those involved (the callers and Neuhaus) are
distinct, with the former providing content and the latter selecting and changing said content.
All could be considered performers, though Neuhaus inhabited the hybrid role of composer-
designer-performer. Neuhaus considered himself the moderator in this system, shaping the
12. Robin Maconie, “Revisiting ”Mikrophonie I’”,” The Musical Times 152, no. 1914 (2011): 102.
13. Max Neuhaus, “The BROADCAST WORKS and AUDIUM,” 1994, 6, accessed March 12, 2019, http:
//www.kunstradio.at/ZEITGLEICH/.
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representation of a virtual space available to millions of listeners.14 The organization of these
roles is hierarchical—even if Neuhaus did not want to act as the leader, he was in charge
of the central hub accepting data from a multitude of nodes, a configuration that evokes
modern client-server networking topologies.
2.2. Early Computer-Controlled Collaborative Performance
2.2.1. The League of Automatic Composers
The League of Automatic Composers was formed in 1977 by John Bischoff, Rich Gold, and
Jim Horton, with Tim Perkis joining later. Each member of the ensemble ran a custom
algorithmic computer program on a separate Commodore KIM-1 microcomputer, providing
one output and receiving one input from the other Commodores in a circular configuration
predating modern networking protocols. The treatment of the incoming data was unique
to each composer’s program, processed and mapped abstractly—e.g. the frequency and
duration of Bischoff’s tones were influenced by duration information received from Gold,
whereas data about Horton’s rhythmic patterns determined the series of pitches used in
Gold’s program.15
Whether the non-hierarchical organization of their network was a deliberate conceptual
consideration or a necessity due to the state of computing and networking technology at the
time, the composers of the League certainly became aware of the effects of their system’s eq-
uitability. The opportunity to engage in independent concurrent activities that were viewed
as one collective activity illustrated that “groups can work wonderfully together without
14. Neuhaus, “The BROADCAST WORKS and AUDIUM,” 6.
15. John Bischoff, Rich Gold, and Jim Horton, “Music for an Interactive Network of Microcomputers,”
Computer Music Journal 2, no. 3 (1978): 24–29.
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the anxiety of control structures that supposedly ensure success”16 and “non-hierarchical
structure... encourages multiplicity of viewpoints.”17
2.2.2. The Hub
The Hub emerged in the 1980s as a direct descendent of the League of Automatic Composers,
retaining Bischoff and Perkis and adding composers Chris Brown, Phil Stone, Scot Gresham-
Lancaster, and Mark Trayle. Notably, advancements in technology and changes to their
setups drastically altered the physical structure of their network. The Hub’s first concerts
relied upon a shared memory space, creating a central computational hub accessible by all
members as opposed to the unidirectional circular network used by the League. However,
this hub proved too difficult to duplicate for future performances, a problem later mitigated
by utilizing the new-at-the-time MIDI communication protocol.
MIDI enabled dependable multichannel communication among all players in the Hub.
While this arrangement predated the ubiquity and accessibility of modern networking pro-
tocols, it functioned much like a fully interconnected mesh network and allowed each par-
ticipant to directly play the setup of any other person in the group, a feature exploited in
Perkis’ Waxlips (1992).18 In this composition, each player would send and receive a request
to play one note, transforming incoming requests before sending them out to another player,
changing their transformation rules when instructed by a lead player. Perkis noted that “the
network action had an unexpected living and liquid behavior” with an evolution that was “al-
ways different, sometimes terminating in complex (chaotic) states including near repetitions,
sometimes ending in simple loops, repeated notes, or just dying out altogether.”19
16. Bischoff, Gold, and Horton, “Music for an Interactive Network of Microcomputers,” 27.
17. Ibid., 28.
18. Scot Gresham-Lancaster, “The Aesthetics and History of the Hub: The Effects of Changing Technology
on Network Computer Music,” Leonardo Music Journal 8 (1998): 39–44.
19. Tim Perkis, Liner notes to the audio CD Wreckin’ Ball, Artifact Recordings, ART 1008, 1994, CD.
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2.3. Technological Transitions
The previous examples of interdependent collaborative performance were ingenious appli-
cations of fairly limited electronic technologies—radio, telephones, microphones, filters, and
early microcomputers. The works by Cage, Stockhausen, and Neuhaus were completely
analog, and the digital aspects of the work by the League of Automatic Composers and
the Hub (before the latter’s transition to MIDI) depended entirely on custom software and
networking infrastructure.
The notion of a composer as a resourceful “tinkerer” was fairly well-established by the
late 1960s, with “soldering composers” like David Tudor, Gordon Mumma, Pauline Oliveros,
Laurie Spiegel, and later Nicolas Collins taking advantage of a trickle-down of inexpensive
post-WWII electronic components, Integrated Circuits (IC), and, eventually, microproces-
sors.20 Gordon Mumma in particular was a key figure in this field, not only creating new
types of electronic sound in a live setting with custom circuits, but also developing new ways
of controlling and interacting with electronic sounds using his “cybersonics” devices. Rather
than referring to a specific type of electronic device, “cybersonics” instead denoted a musi-
cal system in which the human performer and the electronic components shared control and
decision-making responsibilities for musical outcomes,21 providing an unprecedented element
of interaction and improvisation in electronic music.22
Fortunately, composers, designers, and performers interested in exploring new ways of
performing live electronic music did not have to acquire extensive programming and elec-
trical engineering knowledge for long. Software platforms emerged, offering simplified and
occasionally GUI-based musical coding environments running on standard personal comput-
20. Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music: Technology, Music, and Culture.
21. Robert Ashley, “‘I’m using the by-product of my culture.’,” in Music with Roots in the Aether: Inter-
views with and Essays About Seven American Composers (Köln, Germany: MusikTexte, 2000), 96–108.
22. Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music: Technology, Music, and Culture.
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ers (e.g. Csound23 (1985), Max (1988) and its signal-processing sibling Max/MSP (1998),
and SuperCollider24 (2002)). Hardware platforms, such as I-CubeX,25 the Teabox,26 and Ar-
duino,27 facilitated the connection of sensors to synthesizers and computers. Perhaps most
importantly, DIY communities supporting these technologies quickly formed to share knowl-
edge and experiences. The emergence of a maker culture (evident in Maker Faires28 and
associated publications29) and related Internet forums and sites expedited the learning pro-
cess for many practitioners. This is by no means an exhaustive list of the tools and resources
that materialized in the 1980s and beyond to advance live electronic music performance,
but it helps set the stage for the rapid escalation in volume and variety of collaborative
performance systems to come.
2.4. Multi-User Instruments
Sergi Jordà offers considerations for navigating aspects of shared control of multi-user in-
struments:30 How many players are meant to operate an instrument? Is this a fixed number?
What roles do these players fulfill, and how flexible and/or explicit are these roles? Are play-
ers given pathways to interact with each other or affect each other’s actions? Do any players





26. Jesse Allison and Timothy Place, “Teabox: A Sensor Data Interface System,” in New Interfaces for




30. Sergi Jordà, “Multi-user Instruments: Models, Examples and Promises,” in New Interfaces for Musical
Expression (Vancouver, BC, Canada, 2005), 23–26.
31. Ibid., 24.
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• If there is strictly no mutual interaction, the output result of the multi-user instrument
can be considered as the sum of all the individual contributions.
• If some roles are essential, these roles multiply the previous contributions.
• If all roles are essential, the result is the product of all the individuals.
Certainly, some of the previous examples discussed in this chapter display characteristics
of multi-user instruments (e.g. the radios in Cage’s Imaginary Landscape No. 4 ). In this
section, we will examine a few examples of Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) designed
explicitly as devices to be operated by multiple performers in a chamber music context.
2.4.1. Soundnet
In the 1990’s, Atau Tanaka, Edwin van der Heide, and Zbigniew Karkowski formed the
experimental electronic music group Sensorband. Like the League of Automatic Composers,
each of the three musicians in Sensorband primarily performed using a unique individual
system. As the name of the group suggests, their instruments were controlled using various
sensor-based devices—van der Heide on a handheld controller called the MIDI-Conductor,
Tanaka primarily on the BioMuse system designed in conjunction with Ben Knapp, and
Karkowski using a set of thirty-two infrared sensors that detected the position and velocity
of his arm movements.32
In addition to their normal performance setup, Sensorband developed a multi-user in-
strument called Soundnet, a large 11X11m web of ropes with sensors attached at the ends.
These sensors could detect movements of the ropes as the performers climbed around the
net, bouncing and pulling in conjunction. Data from the sensors was sent to an iCube de-
vice, which translated the information into standard MIDI before passing the messages on
to a Max patch. This extreme manifestation of a multi-user instrument was impractical
for a single person. It proved too large and unpredictable to master, and the lack of ex-
acting control became a central focus of the instrument design and performance practice.
32. Bert Bongers, “An Interview with Sensorband,” Computer Music Journal 22, no. 1 (1998): 13–24.
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Its size and interconnectedness also meant that predictable manipulation of a single sensor
was impossible. Rather, performances on Soundnet were always a result of the dynamic and
indeterminate collective interactions by the trio.
2.4.2. Tooka
Tooka, originally introduced by Fels and Vogt, is a flute-like instrument explicitly designed
to be played by two people simultaneously.33 It consists of a hollow tube with embedded flex
and air pressure sensors, as well an identical set of four buttons and a thumb pressure sensor
at each end. Performers play Tooka by placing their mouths over each opening of the hollow
tube, forming a seal and regulating internal air pressure with tongue position, mouth shape,
and respiration. Mappings to the sound synthesis engine are fairly simple, with amplitude
derived from air pressure, and pitch determined by the cumulative combination of buttons
pressed by both players. In a revised version of the instrument, the ability to pass the control
of captured notes back and forth was added.34
Tooka takes the concept of a multi-user instrument even further than Soundnet in that it
is not merely difficult but literally impossible to be played by a single person. Coordination
is required at even the most basic level of sound production, an aspect that results in a
characteristically slow response void of rapid articulations. The designers saw that sounds
produced on Tooka were neither “the intention of player A or B,” but rather a cumulative
“expression that emerges through two persons’ interaction,”35 evoking Jordà’s principles of
multi-user instrument arithmetic. Additionally, the relationship of one player to another
is expanded beyond that of ensemble member or duet partner. Each performer inhabits
33. Sidney Fels and Florian Vogt, “Tooka: Explorations of Two Person Instruments,” in New Interfaces
for Musical Expression (Dublin, Ireland, 2002), 1–6.
34. Sidney Fels et al., “Evolving Tooka: from Experiment to Instrument,” in New Interfaces for Musical
Expression (Hamamatsu, Japan, 2004), 1–6.
35. Ibid., 5.
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multiple roles, functioning as instrumentalist, audience to their counterpart’s actions, and
even forming a part of the instrument itself.
2.4.3. Windtree
While performance on Tooka is heavily dependent on the explicit coordination of gestures
by two people, sound production is ultimately predictable and reproducible. Mappings are
explicit and, with practice, controllable by two experienced performers. In other multi-user
instruments, mappings of gestures from three or more players can become complicated and
unwieldy. Multiple data streams generate a significant amount of information, which may
not be directly applicable to a single task or small group of tasks.
Matthew Burtner suggests the concept of “perturbation techniques” as a means to solve
this problem in the instrument Windtree, a light sculpture with embedded distance sensors.36
The movements of four dancers are coordinated to propel a model of wind turbulence. The
influence of individual movements is mitigated by the wind model, and the perturbations are
the result of all four streams of movement data influencing the model simultaneously. Data
from the model is then applied to a synthesis engine using a one-to-many mapping strategy in
which the four inputs ultimately affect a total of 160 synthesis parameters through a matrix
interpolation, allowing for continuous transformation. Burtner claims that this interpolation
strategy “brings a unity to the multi-performer system by providing the system with a global
tendency defined by the mapping”37 and that perturbation creates a cohesive outcome by
mitigating the “independence of each performer.”38
36. Matthew Burtner, “Perturbation Techniques for Multi-Performer or Multi-Agent Interactive Musical




2.5. Collaborative Music for Novices
Some collaborative music systems—whether configured as an algorithmic process like the
setup for the League of Automatic Composers, designed to be a multi-user instrument like
Tooka, or presented as an online shared space for anonymous participation—are deliberately
targeted to novices. The collaborative nature of these devices takes the pressure off of the
individual, allowing their contributions to be blended into a larger whole. Interactions can
also be given other game-like or goal-oriented initiatives, which can be more effective at
enticing the musically inexperienced.
2.5.1. ReacTable
The ReacTable,39 introduced by Jordà et al. in 2005,40 has been one of the most visible and
prolific projects in the world of collaborative music systems, receiving write-ups in popular
technology magazines and websites and featured in live performances by prominent artists
like Björk and Coldplay. It is a tabletop interface that uses tangible blocks and pucks to con-
trol parameters of the underlying synthesis engine or sequencer. Players move these tangibles
around the surface, triggering changes in both the audio and the visual feedback, which is
projected onto the tabletop from below. The ReacTable operates through a paradigm the
developers call “Dynamic Patching,” in which the connections between modules and the way
the data is treated is contextual, determined by the types of objects and their proximity to
each other.41
As a flexible platform, the ReacTable is not designed explicitly for novices, though it was
envisioned from the beginning as a collaborative instrument.42 However, its approachable
39. http://reactable.com
40. Sergi Jordà et al., “The reacTable*,” in International Computer Music Conference (Barcelona, Spain,
2005).
41. Martin Kaltenbrunner et al., “The reacTable*: A Collaborative Musical Instrument,” in Workshops
on Enabling Technologies: Infrastructure for Collaborative Enterprises (Manchester, UK, 2006), 406–411.
42. Ibid., 407.
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and accessible design, consisting of abstract eye-catching visuals, dynamic graphics that
clearly communicate function and structure, handheld easily manipulable tokens, and a
shared space, can promote interaction by users of all experience levels. It has been used in
museum installations and classroom environments, and is considered by the designers to be
“instantly engaging, intuitive and non-intimidating.”43
2.5.2. Jam-O-Drum
Blaine and Perkis’ Jam-O-Drum is a tabletop interactive surface for up to six players. It
combines velocity sensitive input devices with computer graphics in a circular configuration
evoking a community drum circle. This metaphor was deliberately referenced to attract
novice players to participate in casual and equitable group experiences “in which every
person has an equal position as observer and participant.”44 Players interact collectively
and collaboratively to engage in structured educational and game-like activities with goal-
oriented outcomes.
The designers of the Jam-O-Drum experimented with several levels of abstraction in the
modes of interaction. For example, the more abstract and indirect interactions included trig-
gering predetermined patterns with drumpad strikes, modulating an amplitude envelope on
looping patterns in proportion to the strength of drumpad strikes, and quantizing rhythmic
pattern inputs to a master transport. Ultimately, the designers found that the most direct
and simple interaction schemes with a one-to-one outcome were the most successful and
least confusing. Even in a system deigned to entice novices, too much handholding proved
detrimental to the collective experience.
43. Sergi Jordà, “The reactable: Tabletop Tangible Interfaces for Multithreaded Musical Performance,”
Revista Kepes 5, no. 14 (2009): 205.
44. Tina Blaine and Tim Perkis, “The Jam-O-Drum Interactive Music System: A Study in Interaction




In contrast to the shared physical spaces utilized in the ReacTable and Jam-O-Drum, Gure-
vich’s JamSpace leveraged the power of privacy and anonymity to engage novice users.45
JamSpace was an interactive music environment for real-time jamming over a local network
consisting of a GUI client and server application. By using a local area network (LAN),
JamSpace avoided the excessive latency inherent in Internet-based collaborative systems,
thus allowing for direct rhythmic interactions between players. Consoles running the client
application were placed in remote locations throughout an institutional building. This client
application allowed users to generate local scratch tracks and observe the JamSpace con-
tent privately in an environment reminiscent of a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) before
engaging with other users.
Gurevich analyzed the levels of interactivity provided in JamSpace using a spatial metaphor,
summarizing these features into four levels of varying privacy and anonymity:46
• Private Space—completely disconnected from the system, allowing for private playing,
recording, and playback.
• Personal Space—a connected mode that allowed users to listen and vote on publicly
available tracks within the JamSpace.
• Shared Mode—submitting and broadcasting from remote locations.
• Public Mode—performing at a public station.
The different configurations and progressive levels of engagement available in JamSpace
proved to be a compelling way to initially entice, and then comfortably expand novice involve-
ment in a unique way. Gurevich acknowledged that the use of spatial metaphors is primarily
conceptual, as JamSpace does not aim to emulate or simulate real spaces.47 Nevertheless, the
45. Michael Gurevich, “JamSpace: Designing A Collaborative Networked Music Space for Novices,” in




engagement of these metaphors is a theme that also appears in other collaborative works,
especially those dealing with telematic performance over the Internet or virtual spaces or
instruments shared by multiple users.
2.6. Digital Music Ensembles
Though not always expressly designed as collaborative systems, Digital Music Ensembles
(DMEs) provide a readymade and reconfigurable platform for designing and composing for
collaborative performance.48 Here, we use the generalized term DMEs to also encompass the
more specific categorizations of Laptop Orchestras, Mobile Music Ensembles, or Physical
Computing Ensembles. A DME is defined by Hattwick as simply “an ensemble whose mem-
bers all use DMIs,”49 and certainly ensembles that perform using mobile computing devices
or customized sensor-based interfaces fit this description. An even more liberal interpreta-
tion of a DME can be found in the Digital Music Ensemble under the direction of Stephen
Rush at the University of Michigan. While this group’s overall mission is not summarized as
succinctly as Hattwick’s, the DME at UM is usually comprised of a group of students from
music, art, engineering and dance and presents multimedia works, telematic performances,
and site-specific interactive installations.50
2.6.1. Laptop Ensembles
Although Stephen Rush’s Digital Music Ensemble has been in existence for over 25 years, the
DME concept saw a resurgence in the mid-2000s with the emergence of Laptop Orchestras.
These ensembles are often affiliated with institutions of higher learning and named using
pithy acronyms, including LOL (Laptop Orchestra of Louisiana at Louisiana State Univer-
48. Ian Hattwick and Kojiro Umezaki, “Approaches to Collaboration in a Digital Music Ensemble,” in
New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Ann Arbor, MI, 2012), 466–469.
49. Ian Hattwick, “Face to Face, Byte to Byte: Approaches to Human Interaction in a Digital Music
Ensemble” (MFA, University of California - Irvine, 2011), 5.
50. “Digital Music Ensemble,” accessed March 12, 2019, https://smtd.umich.edu/departments/conducti
ng/ensembles/digital-music-ensemble/.
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sity), MiLO (Milwaukee Laptop Orchestra, a city based ensemble with strong ties to the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee), PLOrk (Princeton Laptop Orchestra), L2Ork (Linux
Laptop Orchestra at Virginia Tech), SLOrk (Stanford Laptop Orchestra), among others.
What many of these groups have in common, at least at the time of conception, is that
individual members perform using identical or near-identical laptop-based setups.
The Laptop Orchestra paradigm is partially motivated by its inherent paradox—the no-
tion that a performance practice without tradition or substantial repertoire can be presented
in similar contexts and share half of its name with an institution of monumental historical
significance and cultural penetration.51 One feature the more recent ensemble offers over its
namesake is the potential to implement various methods of networking, including wired or
wireless LAN or a matrix of audio signals. These networks allow for unprecedented modes
of communication, going beyond aural and visual cues and into text messaging, analyzing or
processing each others’ audio, or broadcasting ensemble-wide performance cues within soft-
ware.52 An example of the potential for such a setup can be seen in Ramsay and Paradiso’s
feedback control system GroupLoop, a browser-based platform performed on laptops con-
nected in a mesh network configuration.53 Performers using GroupLoop chose from multiple
sound sources (including environmental sounds, recorded audio, and synthesis) to initiate
the feedback process, which is regulated by changing parameters in a GUI interface. Each
laptop receives audio signals from all other laptops and applies processing based on user
parameters before transmitting back to the network. The ensemble configuration of Grou-
pLoop is flexible, and the designers were able to support up to ten users before experiencing
performance degradation due to bandwidth limitations.
51. Dan Trueman, “Why a Laptop Orchestra?,” Organised Sound 12, no. 2 (2007): 171–179.
52. This common attribute of laptop-based ensembles satisfies Weinberg’s stipulation that electronic or
mechanical communication channels are necessary to attain truly interdependent performance.
53. David B. Ramsay and Joseph A. Paradiso, “GroupLoop: A Collaborative, Network-Enabled Audio
Feedback Instrument,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Baton Rouge, LA, 2015), 251–254.
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2.6.2. Many-Person Instruments in a DME
When a Laptop Orchestra extends its interpretation of a DME beyond the laptop-as-interface
(i.e. keyboard and trackpad) and homogeneous software and hardware, other examples
of collaborative performance can be realized. Rotondo et al. describe two many-person
instruments realized within the context of a DME—in this case, SLOrk.54 Though this work
follows Jordà’s publications on multi-user instruments, it is unclear why they altered the
terminology to “many-person.” Regardless, one of the stated objectives was to explore
asymmetrical interfaces and unequal distribution of control.
The first of their many-person instruments, Feedbørk, is a two-person instrument com-
prised of two Apple iPads. The performers control various aspects of the instrument using
the iPad’s touchscreens and built-in cameras. One iPad is set on a tabletop, while the other
is held above by a performer who aims the iPad’s camera at the screen of the opposite de-
vice, thus creating a video feedback loop. Data from analysis of the visuals is mapped to
delay and reverb parameters. The second performer manipulates the touchscreens on both
devices to trigger notes, chords, and drums. Each performer then exercises direct and indi-
rect control of the audiovisual content—i.e. they directly generate content in one medium
(audio or video) and then indirectly influence the output of the other by changing processing
parameters or interrupting the video feedback loop with their hands. This interdependent
relationship of the audio and visual content means that “the two players are constantly en-
gaged in communication of their intentions and ideas through their physical movements.”55
The second many-person instrument explored by SLOrk is aptly named Barrel. It consists
of a beer keg with eight Gametrak tether controllers (a discontinued video game peripheral)
attached around the perimeter of the keg. Each Gametrak controller is connected to a
traditional SLOrk laptop-based setup with independent audio amplification playing a single
54. Michael Rotondo, Nick Kruge, and Ge Wang, “Many-Person Instruments for Computer Music Perfor-
mance,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Ann Arbor, MI, 2012), 304–307.
55. Ibid., 305.
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repeating note whose pitch, amplitude, and duration is determined by the position of the
players’ hands or distance from the keg. The many-person implementation here is then
primarily realized through the physical layout of the interface rather than communication
through an electronic network. In other words, Barrel is functionally an eight-instrument
chamber ensemble with physically co-located instrument interfaces. A ninth person stands
atop the keg to conduct the ensemble, evoking both the traditional notion of an ensemble
conductor as well as that of a central nervous system or network hub, engaging in a “highly
asymmetric relationship to the other musicians.”56
2.7. Internet-Based Collaboration
When considering Internet-based collaborative performance, many people likely initially
think of telematic performance, an arrangement in which performers broadcast audio to
other performers in near-realtime over the Internet in order to perform simultaneously from
remote locations. Much work and research has been done in the field of telematics, in-
cluding implementations for audio-streaming,57 idiosyncratic solutions to inherent technical
hurdles,58 and philosophical implications of disembodied performance.59 Ultimately, most
telematic performance is outside the scope of interdependent collaborative performance.
Nevertheless, there are examples of Internet-based collaboration that offer participants the
opportunity to influence each other’s musical output or collectively generate a communal
output in realtime or near-realtime.
56. Rotondo, Kruge, and Wang, “Many-Person Instruments for Computer Music Performance,” 305.
57. Juan-Pablo Cáceres and Chris Chafe, “JackTrip: Under the Hood of an Engine for Network Audio,”
in International Computer Music Conference (Montreal, Canada, 2009), 509–512.
58. Juan-Pablo Cáceres and Alain B. Renaud, “Playing the Network: The Use of Time Delays as Musical
Devices,” in International Computer Music Conference (Belfast, UK, 2008).




Global String (1998-2000) was a project by Atau Tanaka and Bert Bongers that blurred
the line between interactive sound installation and musical instrument.60 It was a multi-
site device that engaged a sense of hybrid space, providing a physical portal and point
of interaction to a virtual space. Comprised of two remote lengths of large steel cable in
different locations, low- and high-frequency vibrations of the cables were sensed separately
and subsequent data was used for parameterization and excitation of a physics-based model
of a string. An electromagnetic actuator induced vibrations in the cable in response to
player interactions. The physics-based model was designed to simulate an impractically
massive string spanning the real geographical distance between the two locations, which
were Rotterdam, Netherlands and Linz, Austria for the premiere presentation. The Internet
was only used as a transmission medium rather than an access point for other users.
It is important to note that, while Global String conceptually constituted a single great
string, excitation signals were not actually transmitted. Instead, Tanaka and Bongers im-
plemented local synthesis engines at each site, generating local audio in immediate response
to the locally-derived high-frequency sensor data. Low-frequency data was transmitted and
reproduced in the remote electromagnetic actuator, vibrating the steel cable and giving the
local player a tactile sensation of the actions of the remote player. Additionally, the synthe-
sized sound was not that of the cable amplified but rather that of the physics-based model
responding to the data generated by cable movements.
2.7.2. NexusUI
Like some of the previously discussed examples, the NexusUI library from the Experimental
Music and Digital Media program at Louisiana State University is not inherently a collabo-
rative performance system, though it can be configured to behave as one. Put simply, Nexus
60. Atau Tanaka and Bert Bongers, “Global String: A Musical Instrument for Hybrid Space,” in Interna-
tional Computer Music Conference (Gothenburg, Sweden, 2002), 299–304.
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UI is “a collection of HTML5 interfaces and Javascript helper functions to assist with build-
ing web audio instruments in the browser.”61 It exploits the power of existing web standards
to handle the distribution of user interfaces to multiple performers. For the purposes of col-
laborative performance, the designers suggest a model that separates the interface from the
methods of audio production.62 When implemented this way, a user can load their interface
simply by entering a URL into their browser, whether on a desktop operating system or
mobile device. The control messages from these distributed interfaces can then be routed
through a server application to collectively influence a single centralized sound synthesis
engine.
2.7.3. NOMADS
NOMADS (Network-Operational Mobile Applied Digital System) originated with MICE
(Mobile Interactive Computer Ensemble) at the University of Virginia. The primary moti-
vation for NOMADS is to engage users in “socio-synthesis,” a process in which individual
inputs from many users can be synthesized into a single emergent sound and visual struc-
ture.63 It consists of a client and server application and can be accessed by on-stage per-
formers, off-stage performers, and self-selecting audience members using their own personal
mobile devices. If desired, NOMADS can function similarly to the NexusUI configuration
that separates multiple distributed interfaces from sound production by collating data in the
server application and routing it to a single audio engine.
NOMADS has been employed in multiple settings, including a means of audience con-
tribution in Matthew Burtner’s multimedia telematic opera Auksalaq and with the MICE
61. Ben Taylor, “NexusUI 2.0,” 2019, accessed March 12, 2019, https://nexus-js.github.io/ui/.
62. Jesse Allison, Yemin Oh, and Benjamin Taylor, “NEXUS: Collaborative Performance for the Masses,
Handling Instrument Interface Distribution through the Web,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression
(Daejeon, Korea, 2013), 1–6.
63. Matthew Burtner, Steven Kemper, and David Topper, “Network Socio-Synthesis and Emergence in
NOMADS,” Organised Sound 17, no. 1 (2012): 45–55.
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orchestra for Swarm Synth, in which several members control the parameters of a single FM
synthesizer.
2.8. Internet Acoustics and Networked Physics-Based Modeling
While not focused on specific compositions for interdependent collaborative performance,
some of the work being done by the SoundWIRE group at the Center for Computer Research
in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA) at Stanford University, currently led by Chris Chafe,
deals with the related concept of Internet Acoustics. This work treats the network itself,
namely the inherent delays of network latency, as an acoustical medium from which to
build virtual spaces and instruments, often through implementation of the in-house realtime
audio-streaming software JackTrip.64
The eponymously named SoundWIRE project (Sound Waves on the Internet from Real-
time Echoes) was designed primarily as a proof-of-concept to construct physics-based virtual
string models using network delay as a means to construct digital waveguides.65 Chafe et
al found that, as of 2002, latencies across locations tested in the United States averaged
in the range of 44-58ms, which produces fundamental pitches in the range of 22.7-17.2Hz,
straddling the lowest limits of human hearing. The SoundWIRE team was able build a
320-string virtual network harp in their Bandwidth Challenge. Jitter (timing fluctuations)
inherent to Internet connections caused changes in the fundamental pitches over time. The
designers found this aural representation of instability useful as a method for monitoring
network performance, but the sounds synthesized using SoundWIRE were not utilized in a
performance.
A similar project by the SoundWIRE group proposed utilizing Internet latency as a means
to construct reverberant spaces (rooms) out of Schroeder-style reverberators for musical
64. https://ccrma.stanford.edu/software/jacktrip/
65. Chris Chafe, Scott Wilson, and Daniel Walling, “Physical Model Synthesis with Application to Internet
Acoustics,” in Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, vol. 4 (Orlando, FL, 2002), 4056–4059.
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collaboration.66 The intended effect was to use this synthetic reverberation as a way to
convey a sense of shared space, as if the performers were occupying not only their remote
location but also the same virtual room. By layering the Internet-derived reverb over their
own local audio, a hybrid virtual-physical space can be formed.
Much more recently, the SoundWIRE group has developed more specific frameworks for
local area Internet reverberation (LAIR) and wide area Internet reverberation (WAIR), aim-
ing to incorporate these modes into future releases of JackTrip.67 WAIR was demonstrated in
live performance at the 2016 meeting of the Network Performing Arts Production Workshop
as a 20-minute improvisation between the New World Symphony Concert Hall in Miami,
FL, the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, MI, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy,
NY, and Stanford University in Stanford, CA.
2.9. Conclusion
Collaboration has long been a fundamental aspect of music-making. Regardless of the mod-
ern tendencies for technology to enable solitary “in-the-box” creativity, technology has also
played a key role in facilitating new ways of collaborative and social interactions in music.
In many circumstances, this has gone beyond notions of cultural and geographical exchange
and transformed the aesthetics and modes of interaction.
The social structures of realtime interdependent collaboration can vary greatly. Mikro-
phonie I placed the six performers in similar roles, each given an independent part to read
from a score, but the potential for interdependency was unidirectional. Broadcast Works
illustrated a clear power structure, even as Neuhaus attempted to diminish his role, and
yet callers provided personal content and the crucial potential for feedback loops using their
phone and radio. The Hub was perhaps the ultimate embodiment of democratic interdepen-
66. Chris Chafe, “Distributed Internet Reverberation for Audio Collaboration,” in Audio Engineering
Society Conference: 24th International Conference: Multichannel Audio, The New Reality (Banff, Alberta,
Canada, 2003).
67. Chris Chafe, “I am Streaming in a Room,” Frontiers in Digital Humanities 5 (2018).
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dent collaboration in that each performer could not only communicate with and influence the
other performers, but could also directly play another performer’s setup. Some multi-user
instruments illustrate interdependencies so intertwined that they become impractical, in the
case of Soundnet, or impossible to play, in the case of Tooka, without the cooperation of all
performers.
The impact of technology is profound and determines everything from the richness of
the interdependency to the likelihood that the work can be reproduced or re-exhibited.
Imaginary Landscape No. 4 uses nothing more than radios and has been performed multiple
times by many different ensembles, while Soundnet, the League of Automatic Composers, and
the Hub were all inextricably linked to specific groups of individuals with resource-intensive,
bespoke equipment. Software platforms like NexusUI provide unparalleled access to tools
for designing collaborative performance, provided that the composer-designer acquires basic
coding skills and the programmers maintain the stability and availability of the software.
In the next chapter, further exploration into issues of social structure, accessibility, and
design concepts for interdependent collaborative performance will provide a framework of




METHODS AND DESIGN CRITERIA
The primary purpose of this project is to explore the phenomenon of interdependent col-
laborative performance through original compositions for custom physics-based virtual in-
struments. It references the following methods of practice-based research in the creative
arts:1
• Ideas are realized as manifest creative artifacts.
• Creative artifacts—the instruments and compositions—are the primary basis of the
contribution to knowledge.
• The insights from making, reflecting and evaluating the artifacts are fed back directly
into the artifacts themselves.
• Research outcomes from the design of the artifacts inform creative practice.
The steps taken to realize these objectives include:
• Examining the literature to identify initial criteria for instrument design and interde-
pendent collaborative interaction design.
• Developing three physics-based virtual instruments with idiosyncratic modes of shared
simultaneous control by multiple performers.
• Investigating the collaborative and compositional potential of said instruments through
personal testing, prototyping, and refinement.
• Composing three new compositions for the new physics-based virtual instruments that
exploit the interdependencies of the instrument interaction schemes.
• Disseminating the instruments and compositions in a format appropriate for the in-
tended performer, composer, and music technologist communities.
1. Linda Candy and Ernest Edmonds, “Practice-Rased Research in the Creative Arts,” Leonardo 51, no.
1 (2018): 63–69.
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• Reflecting on design, rehearsal, and performance observations and experiences of the
composer and performers following a live public presentation of the instruments and
compositions.
In addition to the features explored in the previous chapters on physics-based modeling
and technologically-enhanced interdependent collaborative performance, the remainder of
this chapter will outline further criteria developed to accomplish the items outlined above.
These include:
• Cyberinstruments and Cyberactions—Juraj Kojs’ principles of cyberactions for com-
positions using physics-based virtual cyberinstruments provide a framework to explore
multiple unique implementations of instruments designed for interdependent collabo-
rative performance.
• Equitability and Symmetry in Performance—The symmetry of instrument control
schemes and equitability in the distribution of power over musical outcomes both have
implications for the efficacy of interdependence.
• Accessibility and Reproducibility—Access to knowledge and resources for software,
hardware, and instrument design, distribution, and setup are considered in order to
facilitate practical and reproducible performance opportunities.
3.1. Cyberinstruments and Cyberactions
Interdependent collaborative performance is inherently an action-oriented phenomenon. It
is a realtime manifestation of musical gestures by human performers. While physics-based
virtual instruments feature some measure of complex dynamic behavior characteristic of
materials in the physical world, they are not intrinsically supplemented with algorithmic
decision-making or artificial intelligence to drive musical outcomes.
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Kojs’ theory of action-based music treats mechanical action as a means to explore all
aspects of composition.2 For example, form can be derived from the vibrational patterns of
a structure excited into resonance, instrument design can be informed by the type of actions
composers or performers want to explore, and musical ideas can be developed from actions
rather than traditional musical features like melody, harmony, or timbre. Kojs suggests that
physics-based modeling is an excellent vehicle for action-based music in that it “facilitates
the replication of existing mechanisms and their extensions beyond the limitations of the
physical world.”3 He proposes the concept of cyberactions to realize these ideas in the digital
domain using physics-based virtual cyberinstruments.4 The three categories of cyberactions
and cyberinstruments, described below, provide a framework for designing and composing
for action-based music.
3.1.1. Replica Extended
While the potential for modularity and experimentation can be the most compelling aspects
of physics-based modeling, our understanding of models often initially arises from a reference
to observed musical practice. Strings are bowed, plucked with fingers, struck (in the case
of instruments like the piano and hammer dulcimer), or picked with a plectrum. Drums
are struck with mallets and sticks. Brass instruments are excited by buzzing lips into a
mouthpiece. Extended excitation techniques, sometimes technologically augmented, can
also be applied to familiar resonators. For example, an EBow5 uses electromagnetic energy
to induce and sustain vibrations in the strings of a guitar, while rubber-headed mallets can
be dragged across a drumhead to create an eerie sustained tone.6
2. Kojs, “The Language of Action and Cyberaction-based Music: Theory and Practice.”
3. Ibid., 288.
4. Juraj Kojs, Stefania Serafin, and Chris Chafe, “Cyberinstruments via Physical Modeling Synthesis:
Compositional Applications,” Leonardo Music Journal 17 (2007): 61–66.
5. http://www.ebow.com/home.php
6. Glenn Kotche, “Do-It-Yourself Percussion: Modified Brushes, Superball Mallets, and Friction Sticks,”
Modern Drummer, March 2007, 144–146.
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Replica extended cyberactions follow from this established understanding of physical mu-
sical actions. They are based on the processes we observe in the physical world (e.g. plucking
a string, striking a bell, etc.) but can also be amplified and augmented. Through physics-
based modeling, size and material properties can be extended beyond the limitations in the
physical world, though the familiar unidirectional excitator-resonator relationship remains
intact.
3.1.2. Hybrid
Hybrid cyberactions are where the exploration of the modularity of physics-based modeling
begins. Excitators and resonators are decoupled and recombined in interesting new ways. A
drum can be plucked, a string can be struck with sixteen implements in impractical locations,
or a resonator can act as the excitation source for another resonator. Kojs also highlights
the multi-directionality possible with hybrid cyberactions by suggesting that an excitator
can be “resonatored”—i.e. a pluck can be “belled” or “drummed” or “stringed.” Actions
and model components can be linked in serial or parallel fashions. The rearrangement of
energy propagation patterns can lead to behaviors that are beyond our understanding of the
physical world and/or become unpredictable.
3.1.3. Abstract
Although hybrid cyberactions are the entry point for experimentation with physics-based
modeling beyond the familiarity of replica extended cyberactions or the physical world, they
retain some connection to instrumental sound production that is familiar. That is, sources of
excitation directly instigate vibrations in structures that resonate audibly, which in musical
contexts are then organized in desirable patterns and forms. However, the roles of modeled
components can be extrapolated further and into higher levels of the music making process.
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Kojs goes so far as to suggest expanded roles for cyberinstruments, including cybercomposer,
cyberconductor, and cyberperformer.7
These hierarchically elevated roles enable abstract cyberactions in which the models gen-
erate and/or mediate the composition, performance, and listening experience. Any structure
with vibrational potential can be a source of actions that drive other musical elements. As
an example, Kojs’ composition At and Across (2007), programmed in the mass-interaction-
based GENESIS software platform,8 is built from nested hierarchical bell models. The top-
most bell is the cybercomposer, producing low-frequency vibrations that are transferred to
the cyberconductor bell, which in turn transfers its energy to cyberperformer beaters. No
sound is produced by the vibrations of these initial three cyberinstrument layers. Rather,
the cyberperformer beaters strike eleven sounding bell models as they move in response to
the preceding vibrational patterns. Referring back to the metaphorical language used in
the restructuring of hybrid cyberactions, we can say that the composition and performers
are “belled” in At and Across. This notion that physics-based models can determine the
micro, mezzo, and macro levels of the composition was previously proposed for non-realtime
application by Cadoz in a paper describing models as metaphors for musical creation.9
3.2. Equitability and Symmetry in Performance
Many contexts of live music performance illustrate clear hierarchical distributions of power.
Orchestras have conductors, concertmasters, and section principals that are all endowed with
great responsibility for guiding and communicating with the various sections and subsections
of the ensemble. The lead singer in popular bands, particularly those within the rock tradi-
tion, is given the official or unofficial title of “frontman,” with the assumption that their role
7. Kojs, “The Language of Action and Cyberaction-based Music: Theory and Practice.”
8. Castagné and Cadoz, “GENESIS : a Friendly Musician-Oriented Environment for Mass-Interaction
Physical Modeling.”
9. Cadoz, “The Physical Model as Metaphor for Musical Creation: ”pico..TERA”, a Piece Entirely
Generated by Physical Model.”
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includes a majority of the decision-making for songwriting and live shows. Many historically
significant jazz ensembles were named after the bandleader and lead instrumentalist—Bill
Evans Trio, Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, The Dave Brubeck Quartet, for example.
This is not to suggest that these ranks are undeserved or problematic. Many are the result
of extensive practice, study, preparation, and musical arrangement and direction.
DMEs are not excepted from the influence of musical hierarchies. Many ensembles func-
tion democratically to some extent, with the least democratic following clearly defined bound-
aries between the roles of composer, conductor, performer, and designer.10 Contrastingly,
Booth and Gurevich have identified the laptop ensemble as a unique context to explore the
potential for fluidity between these roles.11
While these different roles often come with some form of expected or predetermined
heirarchical organization, even musicians with similar roles might not wield similar power
over the musical whole. No musician is simply an indiscriminate performer; they develop
categorical specializations throughout their careers—they are a violinist, a controllerist, part
of the rhythm section, a soloist, a background vocalist with a “good ear,” etc. These dif-
ferent subroles and specializations imply an expectation for specific characteristic actions
and idiosyncratic contributions to the collective product. For example, in a jazz big band
trumpet section, the first trumpet is often section leader and plays the part with the highest
notes, the second trumpet is the soloist, and the third trumpet might be given the part with
unusual harmonic content.12
Consider two contrasting examples from the previous chapter reviewing interdependent
collaborative performance—Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie I and Fels et al.’s Tooka. In Mikro-
10. Shelly Knotts and Nick Collins, “The Politics of Laptop Ensembles: A Survey of 160 Laptop Ensembles
and their Organisational Structures,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (London, UK, 2014), 191–
194.
11. Graham Booth and Michael Gurevich, “Collaborative Composition and Socially Constructed Instru-
ments: Ensemble Laptop Performance through the Lens of Ethnography,” in New Interfaces for Musical
Expression (Ann Arbor, MI, 2012).
12. Josh Rzepka, “Building a Strong Trumpet Section,” The Instrumentalist, May 2016, 34–37.
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phonie I, all six performers read from a score and perform live as a co-located ensemble in
a concert hall setting. Signal flow is unidirectional; that is, resonance must be induced in
the tam-tam for transduction by the microphones into a signal that the filters can process
before amplification. The microphone and filter operators have no direct influence over the
resonance of the tam-tam, and the filter operators have no direct influence over the position
of the microphones. In this way, the distribution of power over sonic outcomes is asymmet-
rical, and the interdependence of their actions is limited. Contrastingly, performers on the
Tooka have identical interfaces and draw from identical collections of movement patterns,
jointly operating the instrument at even the most fundamental levels of sound production.
The distribution of power on Tooka is completely symmetrical, and the degree of interdepen-
dence absolute. The influence that each Tooka performer exercises over the other’s musical
outcomes is so profound that the instrument is silent unless they work together, and the
results reproducible only when they coordinate perfectly.
From this, we can surmise that the degree of symmetry of control and distribution of
power in collaborative performance has implications for designing dynamic interdependent
interactions. The goal for the composer-designer aiming to explore interdependent collabo-
ration should be to strike an appropriate balance between autonomy and dependency and
carefully consider the performer’s roles and control schemes in support of the desired end
product. What constitutes “appropriate” in this context is simply that which advances the
conceptual and aesthetic objectives.
When discussing equitability, it is important to recognize the difference between sym-
metry in performance and symmetry in infrastructure. Weinberg distinguishes between the
high-level abstract social organization and low-level network topology and architecture in
which performers are placed in Interconnected Musical Networks.13 He suggests that the
lower-level aspects should be designed to address the higher-level goals. Both levels can
13. Gil Weinberg, “Interconnected Musical Networks: Toward a Theoretical Framework,” Computer Music
Journal 29, no. 2 (2005): 23–39.
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be designed to be centralized or decentralized, though centralization of lower-level network
architecture does not necessarily imply a centralized social organization. For example, mem-
bers of the Hub, discussed in a previous chapter, were able to directly communicate and
interact with each other’s setups. They inhabited essentially identical roles as performer-
designers and, excepting leadership duties for specific compositions, no individual or algo-
rithm was given ultimate authority over the treatment of communal data. However, from a
technical standpoint, a device for centralized computations and data delivery facilitated the
democratic exchange.
This distinction is important because some centralization is often crucial for reliable and
flexible network architectures. From a basic hardware standpoint, it is much more practical
for all performers to connect to a single wired or wireless router rather than attempt to daisy-
chain ethernet ports or create ad hoc wireless networks. In software, the use of bidirectional
(full-duplex) server-client communication facilitates organization and distribution of data to
all participants equally, regardless of whether the server is hosted remotely or on a single
computer used in a laptop ensemble. So long as the lower-level hardware and software
implementations make the higher-level objectives possible without getting in the way, they
have little impact on the equitability and symmetry of the performance.
3.3. Accessibility and Reproducibility
In the music technology field, there is a great deal of literature dealing with issues of accessi-
bility. There are systems meant to facilitate performance for musicians with mobility needs14
and instruments augmented with automatic mechanical controls to enable meaningful en-
gagement for beginners.15 There is also a great deal of literature dealing with the related
14. Brendan McCloskey, Brian Bridges, and Frank Lyons, “Accessibility and Dimensionality: Enhanced
Real-time Creative Independence for Digital Musicians with Quadriplegic Cerebral Palsy,” in New Interfaces
for Musical Expression (Baton Rouge, LA, 2015), 24–27.
15. Sang-won Leigh and Pattie Maes, “Guitar Machine: Robotic Fretting Augmentation for Hybrid Human-
Machine Guitar Play,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Blacksburg, VA, 2018), 403–408.
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issue of democratization, from designs for novice interaction16 to frameworks and toolkits
for audience participation,17 blurring the lines between the experienced and inexperienced,
the practitioner and the spectator. Indeed, some of the examples of collaborative systems
examined in a previous chapter explore related themes.
These are all very worthy and compelling areas of research, though accessibility in music
technology is a multifaceted problem. Even as it increases in ubiquity in our daily lives,
novel technologies are inherently resource and knowledge intensive. Specialized software and
hardware requires funding, time, and expertise to acquire and implement, and successful
implementation does not guarantee opportunities for application. As more pioneers of music
technology pass away, researchers are recognizing the challenges involved in maintaining
and preserving their iconic designs, even when the purpose is primarily pedagogical rather
than keeping them in performing condition.18 When surveyed, most contemporary DMI
designers acknowledged prioritizing personal use and research interests over making their
work available to other designers or performers.19
In developing DMIs or compositions that feature new applications of technology, consid-
ering the context is crucial. To adapt and expand upon questions posed by Jordà to the DMI
designer:20 Who will play this piece/instrument? Where will they get the equipment? How
will they learn to make the necessary preparations? Who will they be performing for? Where
will they be playing? Designing with the intent to engage distinct communities with shared
knowledge and experience can promote the development and perpetuation of performance
16. Francisco Zamorano, “Simpletones: A System of Collaborative Physical Controllers for Novices,” in
New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Ann Arbor, MI, 2012).
17. Nathan Weitzner et al., “massMobile – an Audience Participation Framework,” in New Interfaces for
Musical Expression (Ann Arbor, MI, 2012).
18. Adrian Freed, “David Wessel’s Slabs: A Case Study in Preventative Digital Musical Instrument Con-
servation,” in Sound and Music Computing Conference (Hamburg, Germany, 2016), 151–155.
19. Fabio Morreale and Andrew McPherson, “Design for Longevity: Ongoing Use of Instruments from
NIME 2010-14,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Copenhagen, Denmark, 2017), 192–197.
20. Sergi Jordà, “Digital Instruments and Players: Part II – Diversity, Freedom and Control,” in Interna-
tional Computer Music Conference (Miami, FL, 2004).
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practices.21 Without performers, a venue, and observers, music and instruments exist in a
vacuum. Additionally, the previously cited survey of DMI designers revealed that familiar-
ity of interfaces and interactions, availability of common software and hardware platforms,
and the use of open-source technologies when possible can help to increase uptake.22 Wessel
and Wright famously wrote that one of the primary challenges in designing intimate and
expressive computer music performance is to create instruments with a “low entry fee” and
“no ceiling on virtuosity.”23 In this case, “low entry fee” refers to the potential to quickly
make compelling sounds with a particular device, but even that is not possible without first
paying the initial price of admission.
Interestingly, popular music and music education have not only learned how to navigate
these issues of accessibility, but their communities have embraced and celebrated the artists,
educators, and philanthropists that have addressed and then transcended them. The rela-
tively recent phenomenon of the “bedroom producer” has de-emphasized the acquisition of
expensive new technology and access to traditional paths of performance and distribution,
focusing instead on the more immediate aspects of creativity and the intimacy of direct and
uncomplicated collaboration.24 This has given rise not only to new ways of collaborating and
expansions of genres, but also a renewed sense of entrepreneurship.25 In classrooms, programs
like Ableton’s trade-in program for the first iteration of the Push controller put donated hard-
ware in front of music students around the world.26 Because the Push is deliberately designed
21. Adnan Marquez-Borbon and Paul Stapleton, “Fourteen Years of NIME: The Value and Meaning of
‘Community’ in Interactive Music Research,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Baton Rouge, LA,
2015), 307–312.
22. Ibid.
23. David Wessel and Matthew Wright, “Problems and Prospects for Intimate Musical Control of Com-
puters,” Computer Music Journal 26, no. 3 (2002): 11–22.
24. Anders Kile Groenningsaeter, “Musical Bedroom: Models of Creative Collaboration in the Bedroom
Recording Studio” (MFA, Queensland University of Technology, 2017).
25. Daniel A. Walzer, “Independent Music Production: How Individuality, Technology and Creative En-
trepreneurship Influence Contemporary Music Industry Practices,” Creative Industries Journal 10, no. 1
(2017): 21–39.
26. Scott Wilson, “How Ableton’s New Push Makes Production Accessible to All,” 2015, accessed March 8,
2019, https://www.factmag.com/2015/11/06/ableton-push-accessible-production/.
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to remove obstacles in creative composition and performance using samples and loops, this
accessibility program addressed both Wessel and Wright’s “low entry fee” as well as the
limited funding of public school music education programs. Related research by a doctoral
candidate at Louisiana State University, an experienced music educator in Louisiana public
schools, included the development of both a notation system and a software instrument to
perform with the built-in keyboard of a laptop.27 What these communities and examples
can teach the DMI designer is that resourcefulness, pragmatism, and creative (almost sub-
versive) repurposing of available provisions does not necessarily inhibit experimentation or
innovation and in fact may have the opposite effect. As an added benefit, efforts to reduce
the barriers to performing with new DMIs will increase their visibility and availability to a
wider audience, expanding beyond the typical DMI community.
3.4. Conclusion
From the preceding content, the following criteria for the design of new physics-based virtual
instruments for interdependent collaborative performance in the scope of this project is
distilled:
• Referring back to Castagné and Cadoz’s evaluation of physics-based modeling tech-
niques and the importance of the mental model in virtual instrument design and per-
formance,28 the instruments should offer a clear mental model of their construction to
both the composer-designer and the performers. This should be supported through
documentation, interface design, sound design, and (where applicable) visualization.
• The instruments should respond dependably and consistently in accordance with the
respective mental model. Behaviors should align with expectations put forth by the
descriptions of the mental model.
27. Kathy Winn, “Music Reading for Everybody: Notation for Laptop Music Making,” 2019, accessed
March 16, 2019, https://youtu.be/PhMATUD Euo.
28. Castagné and Cadoz, “10 Criteria for Evaluating Physical Modelling Schemes for Music Creation.”
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• The instrument design should carefully consider the social organization of the per-
formers, aiming for equitability and control symmetry, though ultimately assigning
performer roles and distributing control in service of higher-level aesthetic and concep-
tual objectives.
• The instruments and compositions should be accessible to the intended audience. Tech-
nological and material barriers should be diminished or eliminated as much as possible,
and documentation should sufficiently address rehearsal and performance preparation.
• The instruments and compositions should be suitable for repeat performance. Software,
hardware, performance instructions, and notation should be designed for reasonable
implementation and interpretation by multiple performers and ensembles.
• The instruments and compositions should be approachable while affording virtuosic




The contents of this chapter describe three new compositions designed to feature interde-
pendent collaborative performance on physics-based virtual instruments created specifically
for said compositions. The compositions realize each of Kojs’ cyberactions in the following
arrangement:
• Resuscitation—a laptop quartet that explores collaborative replica extended cyberac-
tions.
• Metropolacy—a duet for snare drum and laptop that explores collaborative hybrid
cyberactions.
• Hydrokardia—a laptop duet that explores collaborative abstract cyberactions
Each section of this chapter will provide an overview of one of the compositions, then detail
the concept (including instrument mental model), technological realization (software and
hardware), and other compositional details (including notation/scoring). Scores and auxil-
iary documentation, including setup guides and code, are provided in the appendices and
associated online repositories found at https://github.com/ersheff/interdependent-series.
4.1. Resuscitation
Resuscitation is a composition for laptop quartet situated within laptop ensemble and per-
cussion ensemble performance practice. All four performers use independent laptop-based
setups, including localized amplification. Performers collectively play a physics-based vir-
tual instrument designed to resemble four strings coupled to a resonant plate. Excitation
of the model is generated by striking and plucking piezoelectric elements to excite the plate
and strings, respectively. This is in accordance with Kojs’ replica extended cyberactions, in
which musical actions are based on processes observed in the physical world.
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As a secondary objective, the instrument in Resuscitation is realized using realtime audio
streaming between laptops over a local wired network. This was done partially for practical-
ity, as typical laptop ensemble setups are outfitted with wired network infrastructures more
often than comprehensive audio routing matrices. However, it was also done as a proof-
of-concept following the work by the SoundWIRE research group (previously discussed in
Chapter 2) in order to explore the flexibility of instrument realization using local network
acoustics.
4.1.1. Concept
Composition of Resuscitation began by sketching out a mental model of the instrument
and the desired performer interactions before any work was done in software. The virtual
instrument for Resuscitation resembles an assemblage of four strings coupled to a resonant
plate (see Figure 4.1). The interest in the concept of an assemblage of fundamental resonant
components comprising an instrument grew partially out of contemporary percussion per-
formance practices in which instrument specification is indeterminate and at the performer’s
discretion based on desired timbres.1 It also references work in reductionist DMI design by
John Bowers and others in Infra-instruments2 and Hybrid Resonant Assemblages.3
Each player is assigned a string and one corner of the plate and performs the instrument
by exciting the string or plate, changing the parameters of the string or plate, and damping
the plate. As such, the primary interdependencies occur through simultaneous damping and
excitation gestures by different players on different parts of the instrument and sympathetic
resonances that occur through the string-plate coupling.
1. e.g. John Cage’s Living Room Music (1940) and 27’10.554” For a Percussionist (1956), Morton Feld-
man’s King of Denmark (1964), Iannis Xenakis’ Psappha (1975), and Brian Ferneyhough’s Bone Alphabet
(1992)
2. John Bowers and Phil Archer, “Not Hyper, Not Meta, Not Cyber but Infra-Instruments,” in New
Interfaces for Musical Expression (Vancouver, BC, Canada, 2005), 5–10.
3. John Bowers and Annika Haas, “Hybrid Resonant Assemblages: Rethinking Instruments, Touch and
Performance in New Interfaces for Musical Expression,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (London,
UK, 2014), 7–12.
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Figure 4.1. A representation of the “4-strings-coupled-to-plate” mental model developed for
Resuscitation.
The realization of the instrument in Resuscitation is accomplished using digital waveg-
uides distributed over a local network through realtime audio streaming. Further technical
details about the instrument’s design are discussed below.
4.1.2. Technological Realization
Software
Since realtime audio transmission on a local wired network is still subject to small amounts
of latency, the software instrument for Resuscitation exploits the delays that occur between
computers by using the digital waveguide synthesis technique. Chafe et al. used a similar
technique to build digital waveguide string models over the Internet in SoundWIRE, but
the significantly greater Internet transmission time limits fundamental pitch range near the
bottom of human perception.4 Hence, local network implementation provides for a more
useful pitch range.
The instrument is distributed among four similar Max patches running on four separate
computers. Each patch includes a portion of the instrument built within Max’s gen˜ en-
vironment, where signal processing operations occur at the sample level. The computers
4. Chafe, Wilson, and Walling, “Physical Model Synthesis with Application to Internet Acoustics.”
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transmit audio to each other using the NetJack2 component of Jack2.5 Laptop 1 operates
as the NetJack2 master, with laptops 2-4 operating as slaves.
The plate portion of the instrument is a 2D digital waveguide network.6 Each laptop
hosts half of a bidirectional delay line with a single inverting junction (multiplied by
feedback coefficient f) acting as an edge. Laptops 2-4 send and receive audio to a 4-port
scattering junction:7
Vout,i = (V1 + V2 + V3 + V4)/2− Vi, (4.1)
that connects the waveguides on laptop 1 (see Figure 4.2). The delay line on laptop 1 can
also be lengthened to compensate for the delay incurred by NetJack2 transmission, though
this was not explicitly implemented for Resuscitation. This extra delay is optional but can
help ensure symmetrical and precise tuning of the digital waveguide network if desired.
The strings of the instrument are 2-axis digital waveguides (see Figure 4.3). Each laptop
runs its own string instance, and one axis of each string is coupled to the local portion of
Table 4.1. Digital waveguide block diagram object descriptions.
Image Description
Delay line
Delay incurred by network transmission
Multiplier (values are multiplied by a fixed or variable coefficient as indicated)
Low-pass filter
All-pass filter
Incoming values are summed
5. http://jackaudio.org
6. See Table 4.1 for descriptions of the objects used in the digital waveguide block diagrams.
7. Julius O. Smith III, “Scattering at an Impedance Discontinuity,” 2019, accessed March 8, 2019, https:
//ccrma.stanford.edu/∼jos/Scattering/2D Rectangular Mesh.html.
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Figure 4.2. A block diagram of the digital waveguide network in Resuscitation. This arrange-
ment is duplicated on each of the four laptops, with the exception of the 4-port Scattering
Junction, which is hosted on Laptop 1 only.
Figure 4.3. A block diagram of a single string instance in Resuscitation.
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the waveguide network. Coupling of string axes and string-plate coupling both refer to the
example provided by Berdahl and Smith III:8
Vout,i = Vi − (V1 + V2) ∗ g, (4.2)
where g determines the strength of the coupling.
Separate audio outputs for the string and plate models are provided in each patch. This
allows for adjustments to the balance between the instrument components and localization of
instrument audio amplified through the individual speakers at each laptop station. The pri-
mary purpose of local audio outputs is to help individual players identify the sonic outcomes
of their actions; however, it can also be exploited for spatialization purposes.
Jack2 is initialized through Terminal in macOS, which allows for most of the startup
process to initiate from a script that can be customized for each setup. For example, to
create master-slave connections in NetJack2, the hostname of each computer is referenced
in the name of any send or return. This requires some minor script editing the first time the
piece is run on a particular arrangement of computers. With version 8 of Max, the inclusion
of a native object to run Node.js9 processes facilitates the NetJack2 connection procedure
by running part of the script after the Max patch has launched.
Hardware
Resuscitation requires four Mac computers, four 2-channel audio interfaces (one per com-
puter), four custom Arduino and piezo based interfaces (one per computer), and a wired
ethernet router. Composition and testing occurred primarily using laptop and desktop mod-
els of various vintages from 2011-2018 running different versions of macOS. All models were
connected using gigabit ethernet ports (built-in or via USB-C ethernet adapters) to a home
8. Edgar Berdahl and Julius O. Smith III, “A Tangible Virtual Vibrating String: A Physically Motivated




gigabit ethernet router. The goal while designing and constructing the software instrument
was to simulate a flexible laptop ensemble situation in which computers may not be uniform
or recent models, networking hardware may not be enterprise class, and audio interfaces may
not all be multichannel.
Initial tests for a prototype instrument were conducted in late 2017 using a Max patch
running on a single laptop. Players performed the piece by using standard MIDI controllers,
triggering enveloped white noise bursts to excite the model and changing control parameters
to modify damping characteristics. Dissatisfaction with the responsiveness and expressive-
ness of the MIDI controllers in conjunction with the physics-based model lead to the design
of a custom interface using affordable, non-specialized, and easily sourced parts, including
piezos, scrap wood, and miscellaneous hardware and electronics (see Figure 4.4). Efforts
were made to ensure that they could be constructed using minimal electronics knowledge
and tools. Cost of the interfaces is estimated to be around $30 USD each if purchasing
third party Arduino-compatible clones, and this can be further reduced by using parts or
materials at hand. Detailed instructions for interface construction are included in the online
repository for Resuscitation.
The use of piezos and contact mics for excitation of physics-based virtual instruments can
be found in projects by Berdahl,10 Dahlstedt,11 Michon,12 Momeni,13 and Schlessinger,14 as
well as the Mogees iOS platform.15 This method of audio-rate excitation allows for nuanced
and intuitive control as variations in playing technique (e.g. soft and hard tapping, scraping,
10. Berdahl and Smith III, “A Tangible Virtual Vibrating String: A Physically Motivated Virtual Musical
Instrument Interface.”
11. Palle Dahlstedt, “Physical Interactions with Digital Strings - a Hybrid Approach to a Digital Keyboard
Instrument,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Copenhagen, Denmark, 2017), 115–120.
12. Romain Michon et al., “Augmenting the iPad: the BladeAxe,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression
(Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, 2016), 11–15.
13. Ali Momeni, “Caress: An Enactive Electro-acoustic Percussive Instrument for Caressing Sound,” in
New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Baton Rouge, LA, 2015), 245–250.
14. Dan Schlessinger and Julius O. Smith III, “The Kalichord: A Physically Modeled Electro-Acoustic
Plucked String Instrument,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Pittsburgh, PA, 2009), 98–101.
15. https://www.mogees.co.uk
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Figure 4.4. The interface used in Resuscitation.
use of auxiliary implements) have noticeable effects on the resulting sound of the model.16
The interface designed for Resuscitation uses a piezo disc mounted under a damped plastic
plate for excitation of the waveguide network and a film piezo tine for excitation of the string.
Each piezo is connected to a separate input channel on the audio interface. Players perform
the piece by tapping or striking the plastic plate with fingers and plucking the tine. Certain
sections also call for striking the plate with a wooden dowel or scraping it with snare wires.
A Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) connected to an Arduino Nano transmitting serial data
to the Max patch is used to control the damping characteristics of the instrument. Tests
were conducted using homemade pressure sensors in an attempt to further reduce costs;
however, sensor range and dependability using readily available materials were insufficient
when compared to commercial versions. This commercial FSR setup proved to be very
responsive and physically satisfying as it mirrored the actions that would be performed to
dampen a real resonant plate or membrane.
16. Robert H. Jack et al., “Democratising DMIs: The Relationship of Expertise and Control Intimacy,”
in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Blacksburg, VA, 2018), 184–189.
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Tuning the Network
In the interest of further evaluating the efficacy of NetJack2 for digital waveguide synthesis,
tests were conducted at multiple settings. It should be noted that on a NetJack2 master, au-
dio is synced with the local sound interface, so no resampling is required. However, NetJack2
slaves must each resample the audio as it arrives and is transmitted. This allows the locally
simulated audio on each slave to be synchronized with the remotely received and transmit-
ted audio, which is synced to the clock of the master. As such, the following measurements,
though consistent in testing, should be considered approximate, as all instances of NetJack2
are not referencing the same clock. Additionally, these findings relate specifically to this
specific combination of Max 8 and NetJack2 in sync mode running on four computers and
may not be consistent using other applications, async mode, or additional channels.
Network latency is primarily determined by two parameters of NetJack2—frames per
period -p, which is set on the master, and network latency -l, which is set on each slave.
Higher values for either of these settings incur additional latency. In testing, roundtrip
latency N of audio signals, measured in samples, was found to be consistently determined
by the simple equation:
N = p(l + 2), (4.3)
where p is the NetJack2 -p setting and l is the -l setting. For example, a -p of 64 and -l of 2
produces an N of 256 samples.
The length of the delay lines used in digital waveguide synthesis is what determines the
fundamental frequency. Therefore, the value N also determines the approximate maximum
fundamental frequency f 1 of digital waveguides built using Netjack2. The value of f 1 can
be found using the following equation from Smith III:17
N = f s/f 1, (4.4)
17. Smith III, “Physical Modeling Using Digital Waveguides.”
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where f s is the sampling rate. For example, an N of 256 at a sampling rate of 44.1kHz
results in a maximum fundamental frequency of approximately 172Hz.
On one of the hardware configurations used for testing, a stable NetJack2 digital waveg-
uide configuration with -p 32 and -l 1 was maintained for over ten minutes with no audible
artifacts or errors reported by Jack2. Referencing the equations, this setting allows for fun-
damental frequencies up to 459Hz. However, testing on other computer and audio interface
configurations was less stable at these extreme settings and seemed to be dependent not only
on the processing speed of the computer but also the driver used by the audio interface. As
such, it is recommended to use the most conservative settings available (i.e. higher -p values)
that still meet the needs of the desired instrument design. The final version of Resuscitation
utilizes the settings -p 64 and -l 1.
4.1.3. Details about the Composition
Resuscitation was approached much like a percussion quartet, driven primarily by rhythmic
passages traded among players and explorations of timbre. Sections of the composition
are delimited by parameter changes to the instrument that change its timbre and resonant
behaviors.
Although each of the four strings of the instrument can produce clear pitches, they are not
perfectly tuned to a Western scale and change pitch infrequently. This negates most potential
for melodic passages. Instead, the focus is put on drones and dissonance, characteristics that
are inspired by heavy metal and North Mississippi hill country blues.
Notation
Instructions to excite the plate with taps and strikes, excite the string with plucks, and
damp the plate are specifically notated in the score using a notation system similar to that
used by multi-percussion literature in which specific actions are given their own line or space
on a musical staff, using different note head shapes as needed for clarity (see Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5. An example of the notation in Resuscitation.
Rhythmic passages are often a result of the combination of plate taps or strikes by one or
more players in conjunction with rhythmically notated damping gestures by another player.
The full score for Resuscitation is included in Appendix A.
4.2. Metropolacy
Metropolacy is a composition for two performers—one playing an acoustic snare drum, the
other playing a laptop-based setup using a MIDI controller and piezo-based interface. The
performers collectively control a physical-virtual hybrid instrument comprised of the snare
drum and a four-string physics-based model. Both performers have the ability to excite
the resonator component of each other’s portion of the instrument. This is in accordance
with Kojs’ hybrid cyberactions, in which excitator and resonator elements are decoupled and
rearranged. In this case, the laptop performer can “string” the snare drum (excite the drum
with signals from the virtual strings) and the percussionist can “drum” the strings (excite
the virtual strings with the snare drum). Feedback loops can also be created between the
two portions of the instrument.
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4.2.1. Concept
The initial conceptualization of the instrument for Metropolacy was focused on a design that
could be hybridized in two ways—as a physical-virtual coupling, and as a hybrid cyberin-
strument affording hybrid cyberactions. Referring back to Chapter 2’s discussion of the
modularity of physics-based modeling, models can be separated into excitator and resonator
submodel components. Conventionally, and as in replica extended cyberinstruments, these
submodel components would be connected in fixed pairs with a unidirectional excitator-
to-resonator relationship. To separate the two submodel components or restructure the
one-to-one correlation in the virtual world is fairly trivial and usually requires no more than
a small change in code.
Acoustic components chosen to explore hybrid cyberactions should have a similar capacity
for modularization. Percussion instruments that are struck are inherently modular, with the
excitator and resonator decoupled by default and subject to rearrangement. Indeed, one
of a percussionist’s primary responsibilities is to shape timbre through careful selection,
customization, and manipulation of striking implements, thus exercising deliberate control
over the quality of the excitation. The snare drum specifically features a distinct advantage
suited to hybrid acoustic-electronic instrument construction as the snares offer a strong
built-in source of non-linearity,18 producing easily perceptible and complex resonances when
excited with external sources.
Further development of a mental model for this instrument led to a metaphorical snare
drum and four-string electric bass guitar hybrid, inspired by personal experience as both
a percussionist and a bass player (see Figure 4.6). The acoustic and electronic elements
are coupled using a microphone and speaker on the snare drum (see Figure 4.7). Each
player is primarily responsible for one half of this hybrid—the percussionist plays the snare
drum using conventional modern percussion performance practice, and the laptop player
18. Stefan Bilbao, “Time Domain Simulation and Sound Synthesis for the Snare Drum,” The Journal of
the Acoustical Society of America 131, no. 1 (2012): 914–925.
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Figure 4.6. A representation of the “4-amplified-strings-coupled-to-snare-drum” mental
model developed for Metropolacy.
Figure 4.7. Snare drum with speaker and microphone setup for Metropolacy.
handles parameterization and direct excitation of the virtual strings by striking a piezo-
based interface similar to the one developed for Resuscitation. This control scheme is slightly
asymmetric, as the laptop player is ultimately in charge of when and how the snare drum
excites the virtual strings by opening and closing signal gates in software. However, following
the recommendations from Weinberg’s work with Interconnected Musical Networks, these
lower-level asymmetries were deemed necessary to address the higher-level goals associated
with hybrid cyberaction and interdependency. It is simply more practical to give the laptop
player domain over the non-audio-rate manipulations of the virtual component. Additionally,
the snare drum player still exercises nuanced and deliberate audio-rate control over the




Like Resuscitation, the virtual strings in Metropolacy are constructed using the digital waveg-
uide physics-based technique and patched within the gen˜ environment of Max. Each of the
four strings is comprised of two axes that are coupled and slightly detuned (see Figure 4.8).
The individual strings are also coupled to each other via one axis using an equation from
Berdahl and Smith III19 modified to accommodate four inputs:
Vout,i = Vi − (V1 + V2 + V3 + V4) ∗ g, (4.5)
where g is the strength of the coupling.
Figure 4.8. A block diagram of a single string instance in Metropolacy.
19. Berdahl and Smith III, “A Tangible Virtual Vibrating String: A Physically Motivated Virtual Musical
Instrument Interface.”
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The string models are more complex than those in Resuscitation. There are two discrete
excitation points on each string, one each for piezo excitation and snare excitation, located
at opposite ends of the string. There are also two discrete listening points, one at each end
of the string, allowing for stereo separation. The right output of each string doubles as a
controllable signal going to the speaker under the snare drum. Four all-pass filters with
adjustable modulating coefficients are inserted into the junctions of each axis of each string,
providing for a controllable degree of non-linearity. This results in a sound that can vary
from slightly distorted and buzzy to complete disintegration and noisiness, resembling the
character of the snare drum. This provides some sonic cohesion between the acoustic and
electronic elements and also makes feedback gestures more manageable as changes to the
amount of non-linearity help disrupt the feedback loop.
Hardware
The electronic hardware required for Metropolacy includes several components that can
commonly be found in percussion and electronic music studios or in the collection of the
typical electronic musician. In addition to a computer, the laptop-based performer uses an
audio interface with at least two microphone inputs and three line outputs (one of which goes
to a speaker underneath the snare drum), an Ableton Push (or similar 8X8 grid-based MIDI
controller with pressure-sensitive pads), and a custom piezo-based interface. This piezo-
based interface is a simplification of the one used for Resuscitation (Arduino, FSR, and film
piezo tine are removed) and is played with a medium-hard timpani mallet. A microphone
suitable for use on a snare drum, preferably a dynamic mic with a directional polar pattern to
help reduce unwanted feedback (e.g. Shure SM57), is connected to one of the audio interface
inputs for string excitation. A small speaker is placed underneath the snare drum facing up
towards the drum as close to the lower head as possible (see Figure 4.7). A two-way powered
monitor with a 5-6.5” woofer is recommended for simplicity, though any speaker that fits
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into the available space can be used. This speaker is used both for excitation of the snare
drum as well as enabling feedback loops that interact with the drum.
Electronic hardware was selected and tested with accessibility as a primary motivat-
ing factor. While examples from the literature (e.g. David Tudor’s seminal Rainforest IV
(1973), Britt et al.’s EMVibe20 and Rector and Topel’s EMDrum21) use more sophisticated
transducer implementations when augmenting drums (e.g. contact microphones, surface-
mounted transducers, electromagnetic actuators, etc.), testing with a standard microphone
and speaker, as shown in Figure 4.7, was deemed extremely practical, and sonic results were
satisfying. Audio interfaces with three or more outputs are not as ubiquitous as models with
only two outputs, but performers using macOS can either combine two external audio inter-
faces or combine one external audio interface with built-in audio as an aggregate device to
attain the required channel count.22 MIDI controllers with a grid of 8X8 pressure-sensitive
pads are not particularly common or affordable at this time; however, the original Ableton
Push saw fairly wide adoption, is available on the used market, and has been distributed
through philanthropic educational programs.
The snare drum used for performance of Metropolacy can be any standard snare drum
in normal operating condition, though a deeper shell is preferred. The percussionist plays
with standard drum sticks, medium-hard mallets, and a spare drum head laid over the top
of the drum to change pitch and timbre for a section of the composition.
20. N. Cameron Britt, Jeff Snyder, and Andrew McPherson, “The EMvibe: An Electromagnetically Ac-
tuated Vibraphone,” in New Interfaces for Musical Expression (Ann Arbor, MI, 2012).
21. David Rector and Spencer Topel, “EMdrum: An Electromagnetically Actuated Drum,” in New Inter-
faces for Musical Expression (London, UK, 2014), 395–398.
22. https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202000
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4.2.3. Details about the Composition
Metropolacy combines influences from percussion chamber music literature and popular mu-
sic—specifically the hypnotic pulsing, dark and distorted timbres, persistent strumming,
riff-based composition, and polyrhythms of no-wave, noise rock, and heavy metal.
The composition opens with a free-time feedback and snare-drum roll section before set-
tling into a driving first half in 5/4 meter. A pause in the middle of the composition recalls
the feedback of the introduction while establishing the rhythmic motives of the second half.
The riff introduced in the second half begins in a rhythmically augmented form, overlap-
ping measures and gradually constricting to a four-measure pattern that repeats while the
incessant 16th note-based pattern of the snare drum dissolves into crush rolls.
The pitches used in Metropolacy, though intentionally tuned imperfectly, are more sig-
nificant to the composition than those used in Resuscitation. The laptop-based performer
repeats multiple riff-based motives, and perfect octaves are occasionally used for weight and
resolution. The scale resembles a slightly out-of-tune combination of the Locrian mode and
blues scale with the addition an ambiguous major third scale degree, omission of the fourth,
and inclusion of both the diminished and perfect fifth (see Table 4.2). The scale was decided
upon through trial-and-error, modifying the scale degrees often used in heavy metal guitar
riffs. Rather than being tuned in fourths, as is traditional for bass guitar, the first two
strings are tuned in unison to an “open” pitch of A0, while the other two strings are also
tuned in unison with an “open” pitch near D#1. The laptop performer “frets” the strings
by pressing the pads of the MIDI controller. Feedback loops are opened to individual strings
in proportion to the amount of pressure applied to a pad.
Notation
Like Resuscitation, the notation in Metropolacy follows several established practices in per-
cussion notation including reduced-line staves, multiple note head shapes, and text instruc-
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Table 4.2. Approximate pitches used in Metropolacy.
Fret Frequency (Hz)
7 86.47 86.47 129.71 129.71
6 82.43 82.43 116.05 116.05
5 77.37 77.37 109.98 109.98
4 68.91 68.91 98.00 98.00
3 64.85 64.85 86.47 86.47
2 58.03 58.03 82.43 82.43
1 54.99 54.99 77.37 77.37
String 1 2 3 4
tions. The snare drum part follows this system with no need to modify traditional practice.
The electronic part is comprised of two staves—one for string excitation and one for pitch
selection and software parameter changes. The top staff indicates excitation rhythms, artic-
ulations, and dynamic levels, which are all performed on the piezo-based interface using a
single medium-hard timpani mallet. The bottom staff closely resembles bass guitar tablature
notation in which each line of the staff corresponds to a virtual string and the number on the
staff corresponds to the “fret” that should be pressed. In Metropolacy, this number refers
to the pads on the grid-based MIDI controller. Extensions to the tablature system used for
this composition include solid lines above the staff indicating feedback and small square “P”
and “S” symbols to indicate when snare and piezo gates should be turned on or off for each
string, which is accomplished using other buttons on the MIDI controller. See Figure 4.9 for
an example from the score showing the arrangement of staves and implementation of snare
and piezo gate symbols. The full score to Metropolacy is included in Appendix B.
4.3. Hydrokardia
Hydrokardia is a composition for two laptop performers. The performers directly actuate
a low-frequency string model that resembles waves when set into motion. The position
of discrete points on the wave (the individual masses that comprise the string) are used
to excite groups of resonators. This is in accordance with Kojs’ abstract cyberactions in
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Figure 4.9. An example of the notation in Metropolacy.
which vibrations in higher-level cyberinstruments generate musical events as they propagate
through a virtual structure. Visuals are generated live and projected for audience viewing,
which enhances perception of the model’s behavior.
As a secondary objective, Hydrokardia was designed as a telematic performance with
control of the wave split between the two performers. Low-fidelity control data generated by
each performer’s interactions with their half of the wave is transmitted over the Internet to
actuate the corresponding half of the remote wave.
Hydrokardia is a collaboration with visual artist Anna Weisling, a doctoral candidate
in Digital Media at Georgia Institute of Technology, who designed and constructed the
visualization component.
4.3.1. Concept
Performance of Hydrokardia is mediated through a virtual model that acts as an engine
to drive musical events. Kojs describes this behavior as abstract cyberaction in which “a
potentially vibrating structure initiates and performs fundamental music-making choices.”23
This hierarchically upper-level structure operates at the macro-level of the composition,
providing a foundation from which all other musical choices and events emerge.24
23. Kojs, “The Language of Action and Cyberaction-based Music: Theory and Practice,” 290.
24. Other compositions that illustrate this concept include Cadoz’s pico..TERA (2001) and Kojs’ At and
Across (2007), both discussed in previous chapters.
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The foundational model in Hydrokardia is a low-frequency string with a gravity-like
restoring force (see Figure 4.10). The mental model of this string-like structure and the
resulting behavior resembles that of a wave in a large body of water, and further discussion
of this model will refer to it as such.25 Following the terminology Kojs’ uses for the differ-
ent roles of cyberinstruments, it would perhaps be most accurate to describe this wave as
the cyberconductor of the composition. The wave is constructed using the mass-interaction
modeling technique,26 which allows for fine-tuning of its behaviors, including resonant fre-
quency, stiffness, and damping. The human performers set the individual masses of the wave
into motion, thus creating a cascade of energy through the wave that causes low-frequency
resonances and interferences. The individual masses that comprise the wave are connected
via pluck links to groups of resonators constructed using the mass-interaction technique to
realize modal synthesis (see Figure 4.11).
Creating models that exemplify abstract cyberaction provides a unique opportunity in
which small amounts of data or activity can initiate complex and cascading effects. For
example, Cadoz’s pico..TERA, which is generated in non-realtime from a single run of a
physics-based model “orchestra,” lasts for 290-seconds from the activation of the model’s
Figure 4.10. The wave model controlled by both performers in Hydrokardia. One performer
controls half of the wave locally, and the other performer controls the other half of the wave
remotely.
25. In this case, the mental model closely resembles the model diagram.
26. See Table 4.3 for descriptions of the objects used in the mass-interaction diagrams.
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Figure 4.11. A group of resonators in Hydrokardia. Each of the 16 masses that comprise the
wave model are connected to groups of resonators via pluck links. The five resonators within
one group are tuned in inharmonic ratios.
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initial state.27 In the spirit of leveraging networks to realize different forms of collaborative
performance, Hydrokardia exploits this characteristic as a telematic work. The performers
interact with the wave model using low-fidelity control signals, which are well-suited for
transmission over the Internet. Additionally, by emphasizing the composite vibrations of
the wave over precise rhythmic gestures, the latency issues that plague realtime audio trans-
mission for telematic performance are largely mitigated. Much like Burtner’s WindTree
(previously discussed in Chapter 2), the global tendency of the system, rather than the
individual actions of the performers, is what drives the performance.
4.3.2. Technological Realization
Software
Modeling, synthesis, and generation of visuals all occur within a single Max patch. Both
performers run a local instance of the patch and share control of their patches with each
other. The use of dual local synthesis engines in a networked instrument was also seen in
Tanaka and Bongers’ Global String.28
The mass-interaction and modal synthesis modeling occurs within Max’s gen˜ environ-
ment. Coding and patching within gen˜ is derived from the modules in Berdahl et al.’s
open source HSPv2 Max library,29 which in turn bases its mass-interaction objects on Kon-
togeorgakopoulos and Cadoz’ CORDIS-ANIMA language.30 The abstractions and examples
provided with HSPv2 are an excellent source for artists and musicians to learn about and
27. Cadoz, “The Physical Model as Metaphor for Musical Creation: ”pico..TERA”, a Piece Entirely
Generated by Physical Model.”
28. Tanaka and Bongers, “Global String: A Musical Instrument for Hybrid Space.”
29. Edgar Berdahl, Alexandros Kontogeorgakopoulos, and Dan Overholt, “HSP v2: Haptic Signal Pro-
cessing with Extensions for Physical Modeling,” in Haptic Audio and Interaction Design 2010 Program and
Papers : Proceedings of the HAID 2010 conference (Copenhagen, Denmark, 2010), 61–62.
30. Alexandros Kontogeorgakopoulos and Claude Cadoz, “Cordis Anima Physical Modeling and Simulation
System Analysis,” in Sound and Music Computing Conference (Lefkada, Greece, 2007), 275–282.
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experiment with physics-based modeling and haptics.31 By recreating the required compo-
nents of HSPv2 inside of gen˜, computational efficiency of complex models was improved.
This is likely due to the ability to use larger vector sizes in Max (i.e. 64 samples or greater)
when model computations occur inside gen˜, whereas HSPv2 requires using a vector size of
1 sample.
Performers interact with the wave model using a mobile tablet device running a Tou-
chOSC32 layout with eight faders. Each of the eight faders corresponds to the position of
one mass in the wave. OSC messages are also sent back to the tablet to keep the position of
all faders updated as the wave model vibrates, thus mitigating the need to reference visual
feedback on the laptop screen.33
The telematic software component of Hydrokardia operates through a server-client ar-
rangement, taking advantage of the ability to run Node.js processes natively within a patch in
Max 8 (see Figure 4.12). A simple custom Node.js client script written using the socket.io34
library is loaded into the node.script object. It accepts and handles four different types of
messages, each of which is identified by prepending a unique flag to incoming data:
• Chat—Performers can send simple chat messages to each other, which are visible in
the Max console window. This is not necessary during the performance, but can assist
with preparation or provide a channel of communication if anything unexpected occurs
during the performance.
• Go—This message is sent by the performer at Location A to start the performance. It




33. A multi-slider object in the patch is connected to the output of the wave model to provided a quick
visual check during setup but is not intended as a requirement for performance.
34. https://socket.io
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Figure 4.12. Client/server communication in Hydrokardia. Each performer controls half of
the wave model—the left half in Location A and the right half in Location B. Control signals
for each half are transmitted to the remote instance of the wave model.
• Fader—Fader positions are sent only when a performer is moving one or more faders
on their mobile tablet. This data is packaged into a single message and updated every
25ms (40Hz) while faders are being touched. Bandwidth and data integrity needs
are minimized by only sending fader positions for faders that are being moved by the
performer (rather than all eight) and creating an automatic on/off message in the local
patch to mitigate the need for transmitting fader touch/release messages.
• Step—The performers advance through the piece by sending numbered step messages
that correspond with a set of presets stored in a JSON file. The performer at Location
A controls the advance of audio presets, while the performer at Location B controls
the advance of visual presets.
The server script is hosted using the free service level of the Heroku cloud application
platform.35 Since there are only two performers, message parsing and management is minimal





Hydrokardia does not use any custom hardware. It is realized with each performer using one
laptop, one 2-channel audio interface, one iOS or Android mobile tablet running TouchOSC,
and one video projector at each performance location. Performers also need access to the
Internet for communication with the Node.js server. Depending upon the performance lo-
cation, a separate wireless network for OSC communication may be required. Otherwise,
TouchOSC also offers a wired option using the TouchOSC Bridge helper application, though
this setup is slightly more complicated.
4.3.3. Details about the Composition
The wave-like interaction of Hydrokardia is inspired by previous work from both the au-
dio and video composers. Both artists have previously composed works with water-based
themes—specifically, the notion of being separated by the distance of an ocean. Gestures
are transmitted through the wave, colliding, amplifying, and interfering with each other.
Sonic material is comprised of inharmonic bell-like tones from the modal synthesis resonator
groups. The individual masses of the wave pluck the resonators as they pass through the
midpoint of the wave. Envelope followers on each resonator group drive white noise envelopes
that are fed back into the resonators, which results in slightly chaotic sustained tones when
the decay times of the resonators are increased. Progression through Hydrokardia is driven
by changes to wave parameters and resonator pitch and decay parameters.
Score
Unlike Resuscitation and Metropolacy, instructions for the performers in Hydrokardia are
provided using a graphic and text-based score. This is partially due to the fact that the
performance actions do not readily resemble established instrumental actions—i.e. the per-
cussion or stringed-instrument notation practices referenced in the previous compositions
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were suitable for describing what are primarily rhythmic striking or plucking gestures or fret
positions). Additionally, the wave model, once set into motion by the performers, carries out
a majority of the more nuanced musical events. To describe the intended interactions with
the wave model, text instructions paired with parameter presets set in an open time-based
grid seemed most appropriate for communicating the necessary content.
4.4. Conclusion
The three instruments and compositions described in this chapter were designed to explore
aspects of interdependent collaborative performance with physics-bases virtual instruments.
Mental models for each instrument were described and illustrated, and interactions were
designed to reflect the configuration and desired behaviors of the models.
In each instrument and composition, efforts were made to assign identical roles to all
players and distribute equal measures of influence and power over the collective musical
outcomes. In the case of Metropolacy, a slight asymmetry was deemed necessary in order to
explore a physical-virtual hybrid instrument by providing individualized means of excitation
and delegating non-audio-rate control to the laptop performer. In Hydrokardia, the two
performers have the same exact control scheme of the wave model, each manipulating one
half, though one performer regulates the flow of audio parameter presets while the other
manages video presets. These design concessions were formulated with the explicit purpose
of balancing performer autonomy and dependency/interdependency while supporting the
stated conceptual and aesthetic objectives.
In the interest of accessibility and musical community engagement, each composition
was scored using notation systems that followed existing practices as much as possible.
Interfaces were designed to balance control and excitation needs with resource availability,
using common hardware as much as possible and minimizing the time, funding, and skills
required for fabrication. All software utilized for the realization of these instruments is either
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open-source or free to use in runtime mode (with the exception of the inexpensive and fairly
ubiquitous TouchOSC mobile app).
Resuscitation, Metropolacy, and Hydrokardia were all premiered on Monday April 8, 2019
in the Digital Media Center Theatre at Louisiana State University. All content relevant to
the design, setup, and performance of these compositions (including instructions, scores,
and software) is available at https://github.com/ersheff/interdependent-series and licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
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CONCLUSION
Instrument and interface development, composition, rehearsal, and performance of Resusci-
tation, Metropolacy, and Hydrokardia have made it clear that a larger body of creative work
in interdependent collaborative performance, physics-based virtual instruments, and combi-
nations of the two could have great benefit to the electronic music community. Specifically,
an emphasis on musician-oriented tools, refined and realizable compositions, and a broad-
ening of aesthetic sensibilities could potentially engage a larger, more diverse, and more
dedicated community.
Throughout this project, several new observations and questions emerged; some related to
practical issues discovered while working on the instruments and compositions, while others
concern conceptual and aesthetic interests. Further discussion and reflection is examined
below.
Reflecting on the Prototyping Process
Other than the mundanity of coding, patching, and troubleshooting software and hardware,
the primary challenge encountered while working on these instruments and compositions was
the practical matter of prototyping and composing for instruments meant to be controlled
by multiple people.
It was fairly trivial to design the plate-string instrument used for Resuscitation and use
simple test excitation signals to evaluate the sound quality. However, it was another matter
entirely to simulate the cumulative effect of four people simultaneously damping and exciting
the instrument. To solve this problem, two versions of the instrument were built in Max—one
local version for prototyping on a single laptop, and one networked version for performance.
The local prototype version was constructed to mirror the networked version as closely as
possible, ensuring that all parameters were identical. With the local version, actions by four
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players were simulated by connecting the instrument to a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW).
In this case, samples from the piezo-based interface were loaded into Ableton Live and played
back into Max to excite the instruments by routing audio between the two applications using
Jack. Plate damping gestures were sequenced on MIDI tracks in Live and similarly sent to
Max and mapped to damping parameters. Theoretically, the entire composition could be
written and played back almost exactly as it would sound in performance with four players.
This process was significantly easier for Metropolacy and Hydrokardia, partially because
of the previous experience and lessons learned with Resuscitation, but also because the
interdependencies were not quite as complex. Excitation and feedback characteristics in
Metropolacy were tested and refined by setting the snare drum, microphone, and speaker
up in a studio and recording rhythmic patterns in audio files that could be played back into
the string model at a later time. The network setup in Hydrokardia (the Node.js server and
client arrangement) was run on a single laptop simply by loading two instances of the client
and Max patch.
Overall, the main conclusion in regards to prototyping is that it should be a part of the
instrument design from the very beginning. Mental models, interfaces, and software should
be selected and developed with the following questions in mind: How will I be able to learn
about everything this instrument can do when multiple people are playing it? How will I
develop compelling and musically engaging interdependent collaborative gestures? How will
I construct a system to help me understand the ways that this instrument and composition
will unfold over time?
Discussion with Performers
In order to gain additional insights and perspectives on the topics explored in this project,
a short discussion was held with the performers from the April 8 premiere shortly after the
performance. This discussion was recorded and analyzed to identify compelling observations
and themes, which are described below.
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Connections to Percussion
Many comments were made about how these instruments and compositions, especially Re-
suscitation and Metropolacy, closely relate to percussion literature and performance prac-
tices. Multiple performers indicated that they felt they were essentially playing percussion
instruments in Resuscitation and that the virtual instruments were surprisingly nuanced
and responsive, displaying behaviors congruent with physical instruments when excited with
varied articulations and different striking implements.1 They noted that the only “laptop
ensemble” element was the changing of parameter presets using the laptop keyboard, which
only occurs four times throughout the performance. One of the performers (the most ex-
perienced percussionist in the group) specifically stated “it’s a percussion quartet that uses
electronic instruments.” This led to an interesting discussion about what exactly defines
percussion, as percussion instrumentation can be extremely flexible and many times per-
cussionists are asked to perform whatever miscellany is required for a composition, whether
they are struck or not (e.g. slide whistles, sirens, lion’s roars, electronic sounds, etc.).
This is an especially relevant discussion point as it serves as an example of how different
Communities of Practice (CoP) can be involved in new electronic music, a topic that was
touched on in Section 3.3. CoPs are defined as “a set of relations among persons, activity,
and world, over time and in relation with other tangential and overlapping communities.”2
Marquez-Borbon and Stapleton examined how this notion can be applied to factions within
the New Interfaces for Musical Expression research community, including laptop ensem-
bles and users of embedded computing platforms for musical applications (e.g. Satellite
CCRMA).3 They claim that deliberately engaging CoPs can promote the development and
1. This is primarily attributable to the richness and sensitivity of the audio-rate control provided by using
piezo elements as part of the interface.
2. Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger, Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation (Cambridge
University Press, 1991), 98.
3. Marquez-Borbon and Stapleton, “Fourteen Years of NIME: The Value and Meaning of ‘Community’
in Interactive Music Research.”
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perpetuation of new performance practices. In Resuscitation and Metropolacy, engaging the
percussion CoP extends the reach of live electronic music performance and sets the stage for
potential further incorporation of diverse perspectives, practices, and values.
Perception and Expectations
There were a few miscellaneous points made during our discussion about the performers’
perceptions and expectations of the instruments that are notable.
In Resuscitation, performers were frustrated that they could not dampen the string once
it had been excited and had to simply wait for it to decay naturally. In some ways, this
appears to be attributable to the expectation set by the use of the FSR to dampen plate
vibrations—it would follow that the same affordance would be available with the string. This
was primarily a practical frustration as players often wanted to dampen the string in order
to hear conversations or cleanly stop and restart sections during rehearsals.
Similarly, though interdependent damping gestures were one of the key aspects explored
in Resuscitation, there was an adjustment period during which performers were confused by
what seemed to them to be inconsistent instrument response. For example, a performer may
strike the plate once and hear a deep, resonant tone and then strike it again (while another
player was damping the plate) and hear a dry, choked sound. This confusion seemed to abate
somewhat through exposure and further experience with the instrument, though it suggests
some other measures could be taken to prevent undesirable disruptions (e.g. improving local
amplification, reducing the damping effect, etc.).
The snare drum player for Metropolacy described their approach to this performance as
though they were essentially playing a standard snare drum. During sections where the drum
was exciting the virtual strings, they felt as though the drum was being lightly processed
much like it would during a drumset performance in a live music venue (e.g. amplified, some
reverb applied, reflections in a large space, etc.). However, when the speaker under the drum
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was engaged and the virtual strings were exciting the drum or a feedback loop was created,
then it truly felt like a hybrid instrument.
All of the performers commented on how significant the impact of the score was on their
performance. They said that working toward precise coordination, purposeful phrasing,
and deliberate articulations made all of their gestures feel more expressive—even parameter
preset changes on the laptop keyboard were executed with finesse and intent. This was
contrasted with their previous experiences with laptop-based ensembles in which musical
instructions are sometimes vague, imprecise, or emotionless. Further comments were made
about how more work like this can make laptop ensembles much more visually appealing
and expressive.
Final Thoughts
Digital lutherie—designing new virtual instruments—should be thought of as a craft that bal-
ances technical and artistic concerns.4 It is incredibly empowering and can enable composer-
designers to explore underdeveloped or novel musical terrain. Much like Gordon Mumma
and the soldering composers of the 1960s, a spirit of DIY enthusiasm, openness, experi-
mentation, inclusiveness, and community engagement in digital lutherie can lead to more
expressive, evocative, appealing, and social performance opportunities for the electronic mu-
sician or the instrumentalist interested in electronics. While I acquired a significant body
of new technical knowledge working on this dissertation, it is the creative revelations and
artistic victories that I will carry forward as an educator, musician, collaborator, and scholar.
4. Sergi Jordà, “Instruments and Players: Some Thoughts on Digital Lutherie,” Journal of New Music
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Send small ripples from the edge of the wave
Sparsely at first
Gradually increase the ripple density until the wave is in constant motion
Mirror the waves coming towards you
Pause briefly, and let the wave relax slightly
The wave will become stiff and resilient
Attempt (in vain) to set the wave back into motion with dramatic, angular movements
When the wave relaxes, make small, constant, and steady ripples from all locations 
Continue making ripples throughout the wave, but relax the undulations
Become sluggish
Maintain the slower undulations, but gradually increase the height of the ripples
Large, dramatic waves - powerful, but not chaotic 
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C.2. Hydrokardia Server Code
// Eric Sheffield 2019
// CC-BY-4.0





io.on(’connection’, function (socket) {
// — intial connection messages
// send a message when a new connection is made to all of the clients EXCEPT for the
new participant
socket.broadcast.emit(’message’, ”other player has joined”);
// send a message to only a new client when they have connected
socket.emit(’message’, ”welcome”);
// —
// — player to player communications
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// chat messages

















C.3. Hydrokardia Client Code
// Eric Sheffield 2019
// CC-BY-4.0
const maxApi = require(’max-api’);
const io = require(’socket.io-client’);
var socket = io.connect(’https://hydrokardia-server.herokuapp.com’, {reconnect: true});
// report connection status
socket.on(’connect’, function () {
console.log(’connected’);
});
// — incoming from patch
// messages to inlet with ’chat’ f lag
maxApi.addHandler(’chat’, function (chat) {
socket.emit(’chat’, chat);
});
// messages to inlet with ’go’ flag




// messages to inlet with ’fader’ flag
maxApi.addHandler(’fader’, function (...data) {
socket.emit(’fader’, ...data);
});
// messages to inlet with ’step’ flag




// — incoming from server
// when client recieves a generic status message from server, print to console
socket.on(’message’, function (message) {
console.log(message);
});
// when client recieves a ’chat’ message from server, print to console with
socket.on(’chat’, function (chat) {
console.log(’ ’, chat);
});
// when client recieves a ’go’ message from server, send bang out outlet




// when client recieves a ’fader’ message from server, send out outlet
socket.on(’fader’, function (...data) {
maxApi.outlet(’fader’, ...data);
});
// when client recieves a ’step’ message from server, send out outlet
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